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Purchase Order
Instructions
Principals and other responsible staff should contact the representatives of the selected firm(s) to
obtain information on content, scheduling, instructors and pricing.

Shopping carts should reference the Vendor # and the Contract # that are listed below. The SAP
Product Category for Instructional Texts is 71585, Professional Development is 96102. Any questions
about this process should be directed to the Shopping Cart Support Center at (562) 654-9009.
Step by Step
1. Contact a vendor that offers services of interest to you. Obtain quote, scope of services and
delivery schedule. If services will extend over weeks or months also include an invoicing
schedule.
2. Create a shopping cart:
a) Reference
- Vendor # (enter in “Preferred Vendor” field)
- Contract # ( enter in the “Sources of Supply” tab. If an error message is
received at this point contact the Shopping Cart Support Center)
b) Attach quotation from vendor.

Note: shipping and handling charges are not allowed
by these agreements!

3. Submit for approval in the SAP system.

Benchmark

Return to Table of Contents

Los Angeles Unified School District
RFP # 2000000940 Leveled Reading Collections
Benchmark Education Company – Summary of Offerings
CONTACT
INFORMATION
Company Name
Address
Name and Title of
Authorized
Representative
Tel. No.
Fax Number
Email Address
Name and Title of
Additional Contact
Tel. No.
Email Address
Contract No.
Vendor No.
Link to virtual
catalog

Benchmark Education Company
145 Huguenot Street, 8th Floor
New Rochelle, New York 10801
Randi Machado
Vice President, Marketing
914.637.7244
914.813.9610
rmachado@benchmarkeducation.com
Anya Persaud
Sales & Marketing Specialist
914.560.1266
apersaud@benchmarkeducation.com
4400004625
1000002844

http://www.benchmarkeducation.com/online/Publications/B147WY_FLAGSHIP/

Bookroom Description*
Grades K-5 Leveled Bookroom
Grades K-6 Leveled Bookroom
Grades K-3 Leveled Bookroom
Grades K-2 Leveled Bookroom
Grade K Leveled Bookroom

Classroom Libraries for Independent Reading Description *
Grade K Customized Classroom Library; 225 titles 1-copy each
Grade 1 Customized Classroom Library; 225 titles 1-copy each
Grade 2 Customized Classroom Library; 220 titles 1-copy each
Grade 3 Customized Classroom Library; 150 titles 1-copy each
Grade 4 Customized Classroom Library; 150 titles 1-copy each
Grade 5 Customized Classroom Library; 150 titles 1-copy each
Grade 6 Customized Classroom Library; 150 titles 1-copy each
*Spanish Bookroom and Classroom Library purchase options also available

Free eBook Offer

Grades K-6 Schoolwide Interactive eBook
subscription – 1 year (annual subscription)
Includes 2,700+ eBook Leveled Library
**Free eBook offer available with purchase of bookroom or classroom libraries

Central checkout system
Included with Bookroom
purchase

FREE**

Description
Option 1 - includes shelf ready display boxes, self-sealing plastic bags,
library cards and pockets. Each collection will be preassembled and
packaged by level in ziplock bags containing 6-pack, Teacher Guide and
Text Evidence Question Card.

The Benchmark Education Bookroom Collections offers a wide variety of texts for whole group and small
group instruction. All resources are designed around the philosophy and practice of comprehensive literacy
instruction. The Benchmark Education Bookroom Collection components form an integrated system that
enables teachers to assess student needs and customize instruction in assisted whole group and small group
settings. The resources can be used with students at a range of developmental levels, and they are flexible
enough to be tailored to different instructional approaches and learning styles.
Our K-5/6 Bookroom collection is comprised of leveled text for guided reading organized by reading level
to support differentiated small group instruction with informational and fiction books. Comprehension
Questions Cards are included with every leveled text in each Benchmark Education Guided Reading
Bookroom. The card provided with each title includes text-dependent questions at four levels of
comprehension, moving from literal to inferential to text structure analysis. Teachers working with on- and
above-level students can focus on the level 3 and 4 higher-order thinking questions to stimulate a deeper
analysis of the texts, supporting the goals of the Common Core State Standards to engage students in
sustained text analysis.
Each leveled text also comes with an explicit teacher’s guide. These guides provide a consistent framework
for guiding and supporting students before, during, and after reading as well as extended opportunities for
comprehension, vocabulary, phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, and reading/writing connections. These
guides clearly define the small-group reading sequence and offer content standards, background information,
tips, examples, comprehension questions, content- and strategy-specific think-alouds, graphic organizers,
assessment techniques, and blackline masters to support the teacher in every step of the way. These guides
encourage and teach writing linked to the corresponding text. The results document students’ progress as
both writers and readers. A consistent but flexible format makes the guides easy to use and adapt to
different instructional needs.
The bookroom is also available in Spanish.
Our independent classroom libraries include Multi-Genre Classroom Libraries in English and Spanish and
engage below, on, and above grade readers in practicing and applying comprehension skills. They encourage
independent reading and extending learning while motivating all readers with high interest topics and photos.
•
•

Fiction titles include: realistic fiction, mystery, tall tales, fantasy, fables, fairy tales, historical fiction,
folktales, myths, and poems
Non-Fiction titles include: science, social studies, math, biography, and how-to

In each text collection described above, the instructional materials and focus of instruction promote:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student use of comprehension strategies to help them understand and retain what they read through
developmental text in a guided reading and independent settings
Teaching students to identify and use the text’s organizational structure to activate metacognitive and
comprehension strategies for deep understanding of the text
Collaboration of students through focused, high-quality discourse and discussion on the meaning of
text.
Wide and diverse text selection purposefully to support comprehension development and differentiated
instruction
Culture of literacy that is engaging, motivating, and authentic to encourage reading and comprehension.
Active discussion and discourse involving reading, writing, listening and speaking about compelling texts
that promote content learning.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehension through higher-order critical thinking questions that prompt children to think more
deeply about the text
Ask follow-up questions to encourage and facilitate rich discussion.
Opportunities for rich vocabulary and language development and acquisition.
Provide instruction in a gradual release framework to facilitate self-regulated and independent learners
Exposure to a variety of text authentic and high quality literary and informational text.
Motivate all readers with high interest topics and photographs
Expand the range and type of texts available for ELs and striving readers and readers with disabilities

Professional Development Training Plan to Improve the Capacity of LAUSD Teachers to
Implement Guided Reading
GOAL: Provide sufficient professional development, training, coaching, mentoring, facilitation, job-embedded
professional growth routines, and supported leadership practices to ensure that every teacher has the capacity to teach
reading across the content areas using a guided reading approach.
The BEC model well supports the LAUSD literacy model in that reading, writing, speaking, and analytical
thinking/reasoning are infused in content-area instruction, concepts, academic vocabulary, and texts. It focuses
on strategic outcomes, similar/supportive to the LAUSD model including a focus on students understanding
their own ways of comprehending, approaching text, and the transfer of those strategies to problem-solving,
research, and robust academic instruction.
Benchmark Education implementation addresses the priorities of small group instruction as well as the unique
needs of the individual LAUSD schools:
1. Overall increase in pedagogical skills (with a focus on strategies, the environment, teaching literacy,
creating literature rich cultures throughout a school);
2. Implementation designed and developed to foster the capacity to increase learning to read with a guided
reading approach (with a focus on research-based strategies and job-embedded support);
3. Empower educators to sustain the work through their own capacity building and growth.

Professional Development Guided Reading Module Description
Differentiated Instruction/Small-Group Instruction
Implementation Objectives
• Guided Reading
• Diagnosing Literacy Concerns
• Remediation and Correction of Literacy Concerns
• Using Leveled Texts and Book Rooms
• Fostering a Culture of Literacy in Classrooms and School-Wide
• Formative Assessments, Conferencing, and Utilizing Data
Participants will learn differentiated instruction and intervention that meets the needs of the full range
of learners in their classrooms. Participants will learn to use data to inform flexible small-group
creation and teaching; align instructional strategies with curriculum and components of a common
reading block/content-area instruction; differentiate for English language acquisition and needs of
students with disabilities; effectively link whole-class and small-group teaching to provide coherence
of instruction; and direct application to content-area student projects. Small-group instruction
addressed will focus on guided reading to reach all students at their current reading and English
language level and to scaffold growth. Content can be customized as needed.

Benchmark Education Company

Benchmark Education Company
RFP# 2000000940 Leveled Reading Collections RFP
Pricing Summary per School
Bookroom

Price
$19,150

Description
Grades K-5 Leveled Bookroom
(see Price List and enclosed catalog; additional
options included); LAUSD Customized bookroom
price will be based on title selection
$2,030
Grade 6 Leveled Bookroom Extension
(see Price List and enclosed catalog; additional
options included); LAUSD Customized bookroom
price will be based on title selection
Spanish Bookroom purchase options also available; see enclosed price list and catalog

Classroom Libraries
for Independent
Reading

Price

Description

$1,625

Grade K Customized Classroom Library;
250 titles 1-copy each
See price list and enclosed catalog for additional
options;
$1,668
Grade 1 Customized Classroom Library;
250 titles 1-copy each
See price list and enclosed catalog for additional
options
$1,958
Grade 2 Customized Classroom Library;
250 titles 1-copy each
See price list and enclosed catalog for additional
options;
$2,208
Grade 3 Customized Classroom Library;
250 titles 1-copy each
See price list and enclosed catalog for additional
options;
$2,300
Grade 4 Customized Classroom Library;
250 titles 1-copy each
See price list and enclosed catalog for additional
options;
$2,375
Grade 5 Customized Classroom Library;
250 titles 1-copy each
See price list and enclosed catalog for additional
options;
$2,500
Grade 6 Customized Classroom Library;
250 titles 1-copy each
See price list and enclosed catalog for additional
options;
Spanish Classroom Library purchase options also available; see enclosed price list and catalog
1
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Central checkout
system

Price

Description

Included with
Bookroom
purchase

Option 1 - includes shelf ready display boxes, self-

$1,200

Library World School-wide Annual subscription.
Tech Support and Maintenance
Library World Software Solutions:
 Professional Site Setup
 Barcode Scanner
 Shelf-Ready Processing and Handling for 594
checkout items (Books + Supporting
Materials)
 Shelf Ready materials including Barcode,
Customized Labels and Checkout Bags

$4,528

Professional
Development

sealing plastic bags, library cards and pockets. Each
collection will be preassembled and packaged by level in
ziplock bags containing 6-pack, Teacher Guide and Text
Evidence Question Card.
Option 2 Library World - includes an automated,
electronic checkout system with report capabilities

Price

Description

$14,667
$7,500
$2,000
$1,000
$25,167

Guided Reading Training for Teachers and Admin
Guided Reading Coaching for Teachers and Admin
Project Management Per year
Materials
Cost per School

Additional Professional Development
days

Coaching and Observation days

$2,500 per day, per consultant

Benchmark Education Company will work with LAUSD to develop a customized PD plan
as needed based on purchase

2

By Mail: Benchmark Education Company
145 Huguenot Street 8th Floor
New Rochelle, NY 10801

By Phone: Toll-Free 1-877-236-2465
By Fax: 1-877-732-8273
E-Mail: neworders@benchmarkeducation.com
Web Site: www.benchmarkeducation.com

Benchmark Education
Price List for Leveled Reading Collections
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, CA
January 19, 2016
Product
Code

Grade

Benchmark Education Product
English Bookroom - Catalog Pages 30-35
K-5 BookRoom with 1-Year Ebook and CSA Online Subscription
Includes:
- 3,168 Leveled Books (6 copies of 528 titles)
- Free! 2,500+ E-Book Leveled Library! 1-Year School-Wide Subscription (567 Gr. K-5 Interactive E-BookRoom Titles)
- 528 Teacher's Guides
- 528 Comprehension Question Cards
- 372 Take-Home Books on CD-ROM (Gr. K-2 only)
- Free! Comprehension Strategy Assessment Online! (1-Year School-Wide Subscription)
- 6 Comprehension Strategy Assessment Books (1 per Grade K-5)
- 4 Informal Assessment Handbooks
- Overview & Informal Assessment Handbook (Grades 3-5)
- 3 Gr. K-2 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Sets (for 3 teachers and 18 students)
- 3 Gr. 3-8 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Sets (for 3 teachers and 18 students)

Price

$19,150

XY0072

Gr. K-5

92416

Gr. 6

Grade 6 BookRoom Extension
Includes:
- 234 Nonfiction Leveled Books (6 copies of 39 titles)
- 39 Teacher's Guides
- 39 Comprehension Question Cards
- Comprehension Strategy Assessment Book (Grade 6)
- Gr. 3-8 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Set (for 1 teacher and 6 students)

$2,030

Y01691

Gr. K-2

$7,450

Y01805

Gr. 3-5

K-2 BookRoom Extension
Includes:
- 1,032 Leveled Texts (6 copies each of 172 titles)
- 172 Teacher's Guides (1 per title)
- 172 Comprehension Question Cards (1 per title)
- 172 Take-Home Books (9 CD-ROMs)
- Overview & Assessment Handbook
- 3 Comprehension Strategy Assessment Books (formal) with CD-ROMs
- 3 Gr. K-2 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Set (for 3 teachers and 18 students)
3-5 BookRoom Extension
Includes:
- 576 Nonfiction Leveled Texts (6 copies each of 96 titles)
- 96 Teacher's Guides (1 per title
- 96 Comprehension Question Cards (1 per title)
- 4 Bridges Comprehension Strategy Assessment Books
- Bridges Overview
- 2 Grades 3-8 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Sets (for 2 teachers and 12 students)
English Anchor Comprehension Workshop - Catalog Pages 22-29

\\bec-files\bec\04 Finance\Annie Lin\RFP\LAUSD RFP List QPT011416_AL - RFP-BookRoom

$4,895
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By Mail: Benchmark Education Company
145 Huguenot Street 8th Floor
New Rochelle, NY 10801

By Phone: Toll-Free 1-877-236-2465
By Fax: 1-877-732-8273
E-Mail: neworders@benchmarkeducation.com
Web Site: www.benchmarkeducation.com

Benchmark Education
Price List for Leveled Reading Collections
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, CA
January 19, 2016
Product
Code

Grade

Y10509

Gr. K-5

Y10512

Gr. 6

Y03104

Gr. K

Y03105

Gr. 1

Y03106

Gr. 2

Y03107

Gr. 3

Y03108

Gr. 4

Y03109

Gr. 5

Benchmark Education Product
K-5 Anchor Comprehension Book Set
Includes:
- 3,060 Leveled Books (6 copies each of 510 titles)
- 510 Teacher's Guides
- 510 Comprehension Question Cards
- Take-Home Books on 10 CD-ROMs
- 6 Comprehension Strategy Assessment Books (formal)
- 4 Informal Assessment Books
- 3 Gr. K-2 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Sets (for 3 teachers and 18 students)
- 3 Gr. 3-8 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Sets (for 3 teachers and 18 students)
- Responsive Prompts for Comprehension Flip Chart
- Additional Fidelity of Implementation Tools and Resources
Grade 6 Anchor Comprehension Book Set
Includes:
- 420 Leveled Books (6 copies each of 70 titles)
- 70 Teacher's Guides
- 70 Comprehension Question Cards
- 1 Comprehension Strategy Assessment Books (formal)
- 4 Informal Assessment Books
- 1 Gr. 3-8 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Sets (for 1 teacher and 6 students)
- Responsive Prompts for Comprehension Flip Chart
- Additional Fidelity of Implementation Tools and Resources
English Classroom Libraries - Catalog Page 188
Kindergarten Starter Classroom Library
Includes:
- 50 Single Titles (40 Nonfiction/10 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Grade 1 Starter Classroom Library
Includes:
- 50 Single Titles (40 Nonfiction/10 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Grade 2 Starter Classroom Library
Includes:
- 50 Single Titles (40 Nonfiction/10 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Grade 3 Starter Classroom Library
Includes:
- 50 Single Titles (40 Nonfiction/10 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Grade 4 Starter Classroom Library
Includes:
- 50 Single Titles (40 Nonfiction/10 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Grade 5 Starter Classroom Library
Includes:
- 50 Single Titles (40 Nonfiction/10 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
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Price
$18,995

$4,115

$285

$335

$355

$355

$355

$355
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145 Huguenot Street 8th Floor
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Benchmark Education
Price List for Leveled Reading Collections
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, CA
January 19, 2016
Product
Code

Grade

Y03110

Gr. 6

Y09862

Gr. K

Y09863

Gr. 1

Y09864

Gr. 2

Y09865

Gr. 3

Y09866

Gr. 4

Y09867

Gr. 5

Y09868

Gr. 6

Gr. K

Gr. 1

Gr. 2

Gr. 3

Gr. 4

Benchmark Education Product
Grade 6 Starter Classroom Library
Includes:
- 50 Single Titles (40 Nonfiction/10 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Kindergarten Expanded Classroom Library
Includes:
- 80 Single Titles (61 Nonfiction/19 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Grade 1 Expanded Classroom Library
Includes:
- 80 Single Titles (62 Nonfiction/18 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Grade 2 Expanded Classroom Library
Includes:
- 80 Single Titles (59 Nonfiction/21 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Grade 3 Expanded Classroom Library
Includes:
- 80 Single Titles (65 Nonfiction/15 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Grade 4 Expanded Classroom Library
Includes:
- 80 Single Titles (64 Nonfiction/16 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Grade 5 Expanded Classroom Library
Includes:
- 80 Single Titles (57 Nonfiction/23 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Grade 6 Expanded Classroom Library
Includes:
- 80 Single Titles (59 Nonfiction/21 Fiction)
- Implementation Guide
Customized English Classroom Libraries
Grade K Customized English Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
Grade1 Customized English Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
Grade 2 Customized English Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
Grade 3 Customized English Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
Grade 4 Customized English Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
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Price
$355

$419

$509

$535

$535

$535

$555

$555

$1,625

$1,668

$1,958

$2,208

$2,300
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Benchmark Education
Price List for Leveled Reading Collections
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, CA
January 19, 2016
Product
Code

Grade
Gr. 5

Gr. 6

Y09925

Gr. K-3

Y09926

Gr. 4-8

Y09858

Gr. K-8

92386

Gr. K-6

92423

Gr. K-2

92447

Gr. 3-6

Benchmark Education Product
Grade 5 Customized English Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
Grade 6 Customized English Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
English Oral Reading Records - Catalog Page 37, 152
Benchmark Oral Reading Records K-3
Includes:
- 38 Leveled Texts ( 1 copy per title)
- Oral Reading Records Handbook
Benchmark Oral Reading Records 4-8
Includes:
- 34 Leveled Texts ( 1 copy per title)
- Oral Reading Records Handbook
Benchmark Oral Reading Records K-8
Includes:
- 54 Leveled Texts ( 1 copy per title)
- Oral Reading Records Handbook
Spanish Bookroom - Catalog Page 241
K-6+ Spanish BookRoom
Includes:
- 1,806 Leveled Texts (6 copies each of 301 titles)
- 301 Teacher's Guides (1 per title)
- 301 Comprehension Question Cards (1 per title)
- 214 Take-Home Books CD-ROMs
- 1 Overview & Assessment Handbook
- 1 English and Spanish Skills Trace
- 3 Gr. K-2 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Set
- 3 Gr. 3-8 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Sets
K-2 Spanish BookRoom
Includes:
- 1,284 Leveled Texts (6 copies each of 214 titles)
- 214 Teacher's Guides (1 per title)
- 214 Comprehension Question Cards (1 per title)
- 214 Take-Home Books CD-ROMs
- 1 Overview & Assessment Handbook
- 1 English and Spanish Skills Trace
- 3 Gr. K-2 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Set
3-6+ Spanish BookRoom
Includes:
- 522 Leveled Texts (6 copies each of 87 titles)
- 87 Teacher's Guides (1 per title)
- 87 Comprehension Question Cards (1 per title)
- 1 Overview & Assessment Handbook
- 1 English and Spanish Skills Trace
- 3 Gr. 3-8 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Sets
Spanish Anchor Comprehension Workshop - Catalog Page 264-266
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Price
$2,375

$2,500

$315

$255

$389

$11,850

$8,125

$4,395
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By Mail: Benchmark Education Company
145 Huguenot Street 8th Floor
New Rochelle, NY 10801
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Benchmark Education
Price List for Leveled Reading Collections
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, CA
January 19, 2016
Product
Code

Grade

Y11041

Gr. K-6

Y03525

Gr. K

Y03526

Gr. 1

Y03527

Gr. 2

Y03528

Gr. 3

Y03529

Gr. 4

Y03530

Gr. 5

Gr. K

Gr. 1

Gr. 2

Gr. 3

Benchmark Education Product
Spanish Grades K-6 Anchor Comprehension Workshop Book Set
Includes:
- 2,280 Leveled Texts (6 copies each of 380 titles)
- 380 Teacher's Guides (1 per title)
- 380 Comprehension Question Cards (1 per title)
- 7 Comprehension Strategy Assessment Books (formal)
- 4 Informal Assessment Books
- 3 Gr. K-2 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Sets (for 3 teachers and 18 students)
- 3 Gr. 3-8 Comprehension Power Tool Flip Chart Sets (for 3 teachers and 18 students)
- Responsive Prompts for Comprehension Flip Chart
- Additional Fidelity of Implementation Tools and Resources
Spanish Classroom Libraries - Catalog Page 188, 280-281
Kindergarten Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 25 Single Titles
- Implementation Guide
Grade 1 Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 25 Single Titles
- Implementation Guide
Grade 2 Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 25 Single Titles
- Implementation Guide
Grade 3 Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 25 Single Titles
- Implementation Guide
Grade 4 Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 25 Single Titles
- Implementation Guide
Grade 5 Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 25 Single Titles
- Implementation Guide
Customized Spanish Classroom Libraries
Grade K Customized Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
Grade1 Customized Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
Grade 2 Customized Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
Grade 3 Customized Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
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Price
$16,975

$169

$195

$215

$225

$239

$255

$1,750

$1,918

$2,043

$2,333
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Benchmark Education
Price List for Leveled Reading Collections
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, CA
January 19, 2016
Product
Code

Grade
Gr. 4

Gr. 5

Gr. 6

Y09927

Gr. K-3

Y09928

Gr. 4-8

Y09859

Gr. K-8

Benchmark Education Product

Price

Grade 4 Customized Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
Grade 5 Customized Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
Grade 6 Customized Spanish Classroom Library
Includes:
- 250 Single Titles
Spanish Oral Reading Records - Catalog Page 152
Spanish Benchmark Oral Reading Records K-3
Includes:
- 38 Leveled Texts ( 1 copy per title)
- Oral Reading Records Handbook
Spanish Benchmark Oral Reading Records 4-8
Includes:
- 34 Leveled Texts ( 1 copy per title)
- Oral Reading Records Handbook
Spanish Benchmark Oral Reading Records K-8
Includes:
- 54 Leveled Texts ( 1 copy per title)
- Oral Reading Records Handbook

$2,418

$2,500

$2,668

$329

$269

$425

* The above pricing is for our leveled bookroom collections found in our flagship catalog (enclosed). BEC will work
with LAUSD to select titles for customized bookrooms and grade level classroom libraries.
* The above pricing does not include 10% shipping and handling.
* Organization & Management tools are included.
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By Mail: Benchmark Education Company
145 Huguenot Street 8th Floor
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Benchmark Education
Price List for Library World
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, CA
January 20, 2016
Product
Code
X02347

Grade

Gr. K-6
Gr. K-6

X02347

Gr. K-6
Gr. K-6

Product
Cost per School
Library World with Support -- 1 Year
School-Wide Annual Subscription, Tech Support and Maintenance
Library World Software Solutions
- Professional Site Setup
- Barcode Scanner
- Shelf-Ready Processing and Handling for 594 checkout items (Books+Supporting Materials)
- Shelf-Ready materials including Barcode, Customized Labels and Checkout Bags
Cost for 150 Schools
Library World with Support -- 1 Year
School-Wide Annual Subscription, Tech Support and Maintenance
Library World Software Solutions
- Professional Site Setup
- Barcode Scanner
- Shelf-Ready Processing and Handling for 594 checkout items (Books+Supporting Materials)
- Shelf-Ready materials including Barcode, Customized Labels and Checkout Bags

Price

$1,200
$4,528

$180,000
$679,200

* The above prices for Library World Software Solutions are estimated based on standard K-5/6 BookRoom.
The pricing is subject to the purchase of the materials.
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Benchmark Education Company

BEC Professional Development Training

Offsite Training –
Teachers &
Administrators

Sample Off Site Day

12 Hours of Off Site Training

12 Hours of Off Site Training

5,500 Teachers and Admin
25 Avg Session Size
220 Sessions
440 Total Sessions

5,500 Teachers and Admin
25 Avg Session Size
220 Sessions
440 Total Sessions

8 Sessions
200 Participants Total
$60 Food Cost per participant
$12,000 Total Catering
$1,000 Cost per room
$8,000 Total room cost
$20,000 Total Logistics Cost
Per Day

12 Sessions
300 Participants total
$60 Food Cost per participant
$18,000 Total Catering
$1,000 Cost per room
$12,000 Total Room Cost
$30,000 Total Logistics Cost Per
Day

440 Total sessions
8 Sessions per average day
55 Total days
$1,100,000 Total Logistics Cost
for Off Site Training
$1,100,000 Consultant cost @
$2500
$2,200,000 Total for Offsite
$400 Cost per participant
$14,666.67 Cost per school

440 Total sessions
12 Sessions per average day
36-37 Total days
$1,100,000 Total Logistics Cost for
Off Site Training
$1,100,000 Consultant cost @
$2500
$2,200,000 Total for Offsite
$400 Cost per participant
$14,666.67 Cost per school

Coaching
3 Coaching Days per school (18 hours)
150 Schools
450 coaching days per year
$2500 cost per coaching day
$7500 Cost per school
$1,125,000 District Cost per Year (150 schools)
Project Management
$2,000 Cost per school
Training
$25 Cost of training materials
$137,500 Cost of Training materials Year 1
$1,000 Cost per school
1

Benchmark Education Company

Best Value Incentive Additional Services
Gratis

Total Gratis for 3 years

Educational Leader Website
For on demand professional
learning
($1500.00 per license per
school per year; $225,00.00
per year (150 schools)
$675,000

PD Cost per School
$14,667
$7,500
$2,000
$1,000
$25,167

Year 1 (150 schools)

Guided Reading Training for
Teachers and Admin
Guided Reading Coaching
for Teachers and Admin
Project Management Per
year
Materials
Cost per School

$3,775,000.50

Additional Professional Development days

Coaching and Observation days

$2,500 per day, per consultant

Benchmark Education Company will work with LAUSD to develop a customized PD plan
as needed based on purchase
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Capstone Education
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Service
For Ordering
Assistance

For Curriculum
Support

For Bid & Contract
Assistance

Name

Contact

Tammy Templin
Phone: 888-262-6135
Customer Service Representative Email: ttemplin@capstonepub.com
Gilbert Garcia
Sales Consultant

Phone: 213-804-1316
Email: gilgarcia@mac.com

Susie Garcia
Sales Consultant

Phone: 909-595-6515
Email: susie.garcia@icloud.com

Monique Garcia
Sales Consultant

Phone: 305-753-0466
Email: moniquesgarcia@outlook.com

Tina DeRosa
Curriculum Specialist

Phone: 312-324-5282
Email: tderosa@capstonepub.com

Kimberley Smith
Regional VP of Sales

Phone: 303-808-0553
Email: ksmith@capstoneclassroom.com

Connie Ruyter
Bid & Contract Manager

Phone: 800-747-4992 ext. 8486
Email: bids@capstonepub.com

Contract Number: 4400004702
LAUSD Vendor ID: 1000004784
Capstone Website Link for LAUSD: www.capstoneclassroom.com/lausd
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Approved LAUSD Guided Reading BOOKROOM Packages

Grade
Kindergarten
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

# Titles
85
78
60
45
45
45
30

# Copies Per Title
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

K-5th Grade Roll Up

358

6

Total # Books
510
468
360
270
270
270
180
2,328 Total Books
2,148 Total Books

Approved LAUSD Leveled Reading CLASSROOM LIBRARY Packages
Grade
Kindergarten
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

# Titles
250
250
250
250
250
250
250

# Copies Per Title
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total # Books
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
1,750 Total Titles

Approved LAUSD SPANISH CLASSROOM LIBRARY Packages
Grade
Kindergarten
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

# Titles
41
214
200
45
18
17
13

# Copies Per Title
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total # Books
41
214
200
45
18
17
13
548 Total Titles

For complete title listing and guided reading levels, please visit the following website link:
www.capstoneclassroom.com/lausd
2

LAUSD Approved Capstone Packages
The approved Capstone leveled reading bookroom and classroom library packages have been carefully
selected to meet the needs of the LAUSD students and support the district Early Learning and Literacy
Plan.
The Capstone packages represent a mix of fiction and nonfiction titles across the requested guided
reading levels (F & P). Our materials are the perfect solution for matching books to students to support
differentiated classroom instruction. Capstone’s carefully crafted teacher resources coupled with our
specifically leveled texts delivers a bookroom and classroom solution based on the diverse needs of
students in LAUSD at grades K-6.
The approved Capstone packages offer authentic texts representing different genres, text forms/types,
cultural perspectives and content. Examples of our literary selections provide experience with poetry,
fable, anecdote, personal recount, song, historical recount, fairy tale and myths. Capstone’s nonfiction
texts include report, transactional, recount, procedural, argument exposition, persuasive exposition,
explanation, description, discussion and response purpose. Examples include descriptive reports,
investigative, scientific/technical report, newspaper article, project, Internet, thinking hats, apology,
greeting card, interview, letter, speech, invitation, email, personal factual, imaginative, biography,
historical recount, autobiography, directions, instructions, message, agenda, recipe, manual, rules for
game, argument, speech, debate, letter to the editor, advertisement, cartoon, pamphlet, brochures,
current events, reviews and book/film/art scenery reviews.
Capstone texts are offered in a variety of sizes with varying illustrations, photos, and captions to give
students experiences with different styles and types of text.
Individual teaching notes directly support the district Early Learning and Literacy Plan by addressing
comprehension, phonological awareness/graphophonics, vocabulary development, fluency, text
conventions, oral language development and writing. Oral Running Records are also offered for many of
our titles to allow the instructional leader to assess student learning. Additionally, we offer teaching
notes that connect literacy and content for effective instruction. Capstone materials offer instructional
support for teaching students to navigate complex text. All of our teaching notes include the Common
Core State Standards at point of use.
The Capstone team takes pride in customizing your needs for an effective and efficient implementation
of the approved bookroom/classroom text packages by carefully labeling, packaging and shipping your
materials in shelf-ready condition.
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Packaging, Checkout System & Delivery
Capstone is offering LAUSD the following customized white glove service for each bookroom package:
• Each book title (6 pack) will ship in a separate plastic zip bag, paired with the corresponding teaching
notes and housed in a shelf-ready Capstone storage box.
• There will be a separate storage box for each guided reading level/F & P with the specific level clearly
labeled on the front of each box.
• If you prefer the bookroom package to be included in an automated system for advanced inventory
management, the integration of Barcoding/MARC Records is available.
The LAUSD classroom packages will include the book titles placed in Capstone storage boxes with the
guided reading level/F & P on the front of each box.
Capstone will meet your needs for delivery of materials within 6 to 8 weeks. Because of the volume of
printing we do, we have established preferred service with the printers of our books. Though we
typically require a minimum of 5 weeks to print and inventory books, we have been able to consolidate
that timeline based on volume. Because we do not print large quantities of books without a purchase
order, the timeline will begin once the purchase order is received.
Professional Development
Capstone offers the below delivery options in the implementation of guided reading instruction.
1. On-site Summer Institute
2. On-site over a Series of Time
3. Webinar Training
The Capstone Professional Development training supports the district Early Learning and Literacy Plan
by effectively addressing the needs of early emergent to fluent readers, so all students read, write,
speak and listen with efficiency and accuracy by the end of second grade. The Capstone training will
allow teachers to:








Learn about the supporting research for guided reading practice
Understand the characteristics of leveled text across genre and grade level
Observe and debrief video-taped guided reading lessons with expert teachers and diverse
learners of multiple reading levels
Explore characteristics of the specific reading stages and create differentiated small-group lesson
plans to meet the needs of emergent, early, transitional, and fluent readers
Understand how English learners are best supported during guided reading to simultaneously
acquire reading strategies as well as accelerated English development
Use student-friendly teaching tools to organize and manage the Guided Reading classroom
including meaningful literacy centers and support for authentic independent reading.
Plan for the first 20 days of Guided Reading phasing in a small group instruction while teaching
independence for all learners.
4

Option

Cost per school site

Details

On-site Summer Institute

$14,995

4 consultants (One per
cohort) x 3 days

On-site Over a Series

$14,995

1 skilled consultant who can
support all grade levels; Four
2 day visits during which
each cohort including the
administrator would get a ½
day session= 8 days total

Off-Site/ Summer Institute

$29,995

4 consultants (One per
cohort) x 3 days + offsite
Minimum of 25 people per
cohort

A La Carte Sessions

$2,000

1 skilled consultant who can
support integration of digital
or print resources into a
balanced literacy program

Capstone Comprehensive Professional Development Support System:
o On-demand professional resources to support a blended delivery model of
professional services to meet the demanding schedules and needs of
educators
 24/7 access to expert guided reading lesson videos displaying a
range of reading levels and student support needs
 24/7 access to Knox Education website housing common core literacy
professional development materials, curricula, and student-friendly
resources
 24/7 access to myON project-based learning units, user guides,
materials for family engagement and reading campaigns
o Additional on-site support for all stake-holders including paraprofessionals,
parents, library-media teachers as available when consultants are on-site.
o Continuous email and scheduled phone consultation with implementation
leads for the course of the contract.

LAUSD Pricing Overview
Note: Professional Development Pricing is located in F. Professional
Development Section.

Option 1 – Print and Digital Combined

Includes:




Classroom Libraries
Guided Reading Collections
myON building site subscription

Pricing are as listed in Option 2 Print and Option 3 Digital sections.

Option 2 – Print Implementation of Guided Reading

LAUSD Proposed Pricing: 55% off List Prices as noted below.
Classroom Libraries
Kindergarten Classroom Library Package
250 titles, 1 copy of each title –List Price: $1,497.04
LAUSD Price: $673.67
1st Grade Classroom Library Package
250 titles, 1 copy of each title - List Price: $1,592.38
LAUSD Price: $716.57
2nd Grade Classroom Library Package
250 titles, 1 copy of each title - List Price: $1,631.22
LAUSD Price: $734.05
3rd Grade Classroom Library Package
250 titles, 1 copy of each title - List Price: $1,746.88
LAUSD Price: $786.10
4th Grade Classroom Library Package
250 titles, 1 copy of each title - List Price: $1,897.15
LAUSD Price: $853.72
5th Grade Classroom Library Package
250 titles, 1 copy of each title - List Price: $2,057.83
LAUSD Price: $926.02

6th Grade Classroom Library Package
250 titles, 1 copy of each title - List Price: $2,137.54
LAUSD Price: $961.89
Guided Reading
Kindergarten Guided Reading Package
85 titles, 6 copies of each title- List Price: $3,123.90
LAUSD Price: $1405.75
1st Grade Guided Reading Package
78 titles, 6 copies of each title- List Price: $2,895.12
LAUSD Price: $1302.80
2nd Grade Guided Reading Package
60 titles, 6 copies of each title- List Price: $2,349.00
LAUSD Price: $1057.05
3rd Grade Guided Reading Package
45 titles, 6 copies of each title- List Price: $2,076.26
LAUSD Price: $934.32

4th Grade Guided Reading Package
45 titles, 6 copies of each title- List Price: $2,247.18
LAUSD Price: $1011.23
5th Grade Guided Reading Package
45 titles, 6 copies of each title- List Price: $2,311.10
LAUSD Price: $1040.00
6th Grade Guided Reading Package
30 titles, 6 copies of each title- List Price: $1,577.88
LAUSD Price: $710.05

Option 3 – Digital Implementation with Guided Reading

Subscription: Per Building Annual Cost $9,900
All implementations include:
 myON web platform access
 Offline reading apps (iPad / Chrome/ Android) for device
 On going, myON Cloze procedure assessments, featuring the Lexile® Framework for
Reading, delivered through platform
 Optional end of book quizzes
 Optional integration with Accelerated Reader quizzes for schools already subscribing
to the AR platform.

 On demand activity and growth reporting at the student, class, building, and district
level
 myON literacy toolkit, including close reading tools such as highlighting, annotating,
and journaling
 myON writing tools that enable teachers to assign and review student writing
 Concurrent access for all students to a growing collection of over 6,000 books
including:
o Core myON digital books – 70% non-fiction, 30% fiction, 10% Spanish with
audio included at no additional cost
o Additional curriculum and Spanish content including:
 Arbordale
 Arte Público Spanish Elementary
 DK Elem Reference
 Flowerpot Early Learning Spanish
 Cantata Learning
 Oxford Elementary
 Embedded projects and project based learning units
 Tools that allow educators to create, assign, and share reading and writing projects
 Embedded teacher notes
Optional Content add-ons:
More publisher packages are available to license by school, allowing all students within the
school concurrent access to more content via the myON. A list of additional publishers is
provided in Tab 7.

--- Rest of page intentionally left blank ---

E. Customer Service
Corporate Headquarters: 1710 Roe Crest Drive, North Mankato, MN 56003-1806. Our
warehouse is also located in North Mankato, MN. We also have satellite offices in Edina
MN, and Chicago IL.
Customer Service Number: 888-262-6135
Customer Service Fax Number: 888-574-5570
Digital Support Number: 888-728-1266
Customer Support Email: customer.service@capstoneclassroom.com
Digital Support Email: support@capstonepub.com
Customer Service Resources
LAUSD will be assigned a project manager for the print component of the proposal
and one for the digital component of this bid. This assists the district by having to
make only one call to a person familiar with their account and needs.
Capstone guarantee: Your satisfaction with Capstone is our most important priority. If for
any reason you are not completely satisfied with your order, simply call our toll-free
telephone number. We'll replace items, credit your account, or issue a full refund. No
questions asked.


Capstone titles can be accessed on our website at www.capstoneclassroom.com.
Customers can create booklists, export quotes into Excel, submit orders online using
either a purchase order or purchasing card or print their booklist and fax to customer
service’s toll free number of 888.574.5570.



We will not substitute titles on any order without the written consent of the requestor.



Our fill rate is 99%; we have limited backorders due to high volume of fill rate.



Capstone Classroom keeps a twelve month supply of all titles on hand at our
warehouse which is located in North Mankato, MN.

Shipments


We agree all deliveries will be F.O.B. destination. Shipments of books will be
delivered to the requestor address on each order.



Each carton is labeled as to the contents inside including the full purchase order
number, invoice number, and the number of boxes included in the shipment.



The first box of each shipment contains a packing slip. Our packing slip includes the
following information and is double-spaced: full purchase order number, quantity
ordered, quantity shipped, title (item description), and unit of measure. If there are
backordered or cancelled titles on the order those appear on the packing slip also.
We do not list author or pricing on our packing slips.



Restocking fees are not applicable if a customer returns an item they are not
satisfied with, is damaged or they did not order.



We ship titles within the first 30 days ARO. Our turn-times on average are 7-10 days
ARO on orders without processing and up to 2 ½ weeks on orders with processing.
Final shipments are sent after the last backorder is received at our warehouse, only
two orders total are shipped if necessary.



We do not charge any additional fees for shipping and handling or any services
charges to the customer.



Capstone offers a white glove service to any customer who provides their Email
address with their purchase order or order. When an Email address is provided with
your PO, we will Email you a confirmation receipt of the order. Once the order has
shipped, you will receive a shipping confirmation Email with tracking numbers.

Problem Resolution
Capstone guarantee: Your satisfaction with Capstone is our most important priority. If for
any reason you are not completely satisfied with your order, simply call our toll-free
telephone number. We'll replace items, credit your account, or issue a full refund. No
questions asked.
If there are books sent in error and/or damage, we will expedite replace titles. Capstone is
well known in the publishing industry as a leading in customer service and assisting our
customers with any issues that may arise.
Customer Service References
1. Dr. Danielle Miller, Assistant Superintendent of Instructional Design and Professional
Learning Division
Clark County School District
2298 Vegas Valley Dr
Las Vegas, NV 89169
Phone: 702-799-0025
Email: danielle@interact.ccsd.net
2. Anna Sathé, ELA Development Program Manager
New York City Department of Education
OPA | Division of Teaching and Learning
65 Court Street, Room 411b, Brooklyn, NY 11201
Phone: 718-935-5136
Email: asathe3@schools.nyc.gov
3. Felicia Durden, Principal, Starlight Park Elementary,
Cartwright Unified School District
7960 W. Osborn Road, Phoenix, AZ 85033
Phone: 623-691-4700
Email: felicia.durden@csd83.org

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
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hmhco.com

Leveled Readers
& Bookrooms
Trusted Quality. Rich Selection. One Source.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt™ is excited to partner with
LAUSD to build or grow Guided Reading Bookrooms
and Independent Reading Libraries for your school.

Use this guide to learn more and help make
your selection and ordering process easier.

Contract Agreement
# 4400004626
Vendor # 1000005281

Leveled Readers & Bookrooms Trusted Quality. Rich Selection. One Source.

Rigby PM Books . . .
Researched-Based and Classroom Proven
The Rigby PM program is America’s #1 resource for leveled
reading, including PM Stars, PM Plus, PM Stars Bridge Books,
the Spanish Colección PM, and more. Supportive texts and
best-practice instruction combined in a stellar
series that features:
• Favorite and recurring characters across fiction and nonfiction,
including Baby Bear and Jolly Roger.
• Meticulous text leveling with a controlled introduction
of new words.
• Support for foundational reading skills and acquisition
of reading vocabulary.
• A focus on strategies for building text comprehension
• Informal assessment and progress monitoring.

Teachers Notes and Instructional Path for

Rigby PM Leveled Readers
The Rigby PM Reader Teacher’s Notes include:
•
•
•
•

Guided reading prompts to aid comprehension of leveled reading texts.
Supportive instruction for guiding children in skill development.
A Scope and Sequence chart providing an overview of the running words and skills taught in each reader.
Graphic organizers to support vocabulary and comprehension skill acquisition.

Rigby PMs build foundational reading skills and critical comprehension with a consistent,
easy-to-use instructional routine.
Before Reading

Review

• Guide children in previewing the book, focusing
on accessing background information.

• Review the key skills taught in the lesson,
paying close attention to children’s application
of vocabulary, phonics, fluency, and comprehension
skills.
• Guide Children in developing writing product
connected to their reading.

• Support foundational reading by building
important phonics and fluency skills.
• Introduce critical comprehension skills, such
as making inferences and identifying author’s
purpose.
Reading the Text
• Lead children in a guided reading session.
• Support early and emergent readings readers
as they learn and apply important reading
strategies, such as looking for known words
and checking patterns.
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Assessment
• Guide children in quick, informal assessment
activities to showcase their understanding
of the key skills practiced in the lesson.
Each lesson plan also includes:
• A lesson overview containing a listing of lesson
targets and learning objectives.

• Support advanced readers in achieving a
deeper understanding of content, structure,
and language.

• A list of additional titles within the same theme
or featuring the same characters, providing
opportunities for text-to-text connections.

• Point-of-use instruction and questions to make
reading strategies relevant as children read.

• Activities that target potential roadblocks
for ELL students.

• Guide children to read independently as you
observe, making note of children’s mastery
of skills taught in the lesson.

• Differentiated instructions that give options for
students with different learning styles (kinesthetic,
auditory and visual).

800.225.5425 | learn.hmhco.com/LAUSD • 3
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HMH Independent Reading Libraries for LAUSD

The_Stagecoach_Years_CVR_US_SI.indd

C

13/10/05

Ordering Information for

Guided Reading Bookrooms

10:24:34 AM

The HMH® Independent Reading Libraries offer a tailored solution
providing books at the right levels to encourage independent reading,
building reading stamina and confidence.

1524593

1524618

Why Bears Have Short Tails CVR HMH.indd 2-3

4/06/12 1:52 PM
My School Bus CVR HMH.indd 2-3

4/06/12 1:30 PM

1524607

1524578
A Photo Slide Show CVR HMH.indd 2-3

4/06/12 2:24 PM

The Big Jar of Butter CVR HMH.indd 2-3

• HMH literacy experts tailored independent library solutions just for LAUSD.
• Premium quality text from Rigby and Steck-Vaughn.
• 250 single copy titles per grade level.
• Variety of reading levels and genres.
To order preselected Independent Reading Libraries,
complete the price list order form.

HMH Guided Reading Bookrooms
The HMH® Guided Reading Bookrooms offer a customized and flexible
solution providing Rigby PM Series books and instruction at just the right
level for students to grow into confident and successful readers.
• Rigby PM series of meticulously leveled fiction and nonfiction texts.
• 6 packs of leveled readers plus Teacher Guides.
• Select your own titles or have HMH literacy experts make the selection.
based on your needs.
• Available in English (K–5) and Spanish (K–2).
To see a full list of titles and an ordering form, visit learn.hmhco.com/LAUSD
4 •
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4/06/12 2:51 PM

Ordering your bookrooms has never been easier . . .
choose from two options:

Option 1
Select your own titles

1524629
1524597
Bird Watching on Vacation CVR HMH.indd 2-3

4/06/12 3:12 PM

Sally and Red Boy CVR HMH.indd 2-3

4/06/12 2:03 PM

1. View the Complete Offering List of titles of PM Readers
by grade level.
2. Complete the Order Form that accompanies this brochure
to select your titles. Use the PDF version to browse, but complete
the Excel version found at learn.hmhco.com/ LAUSD
to submit to the district.
3. Attach the completed Price List Order Form spreadsheet
to your LAUSD shopping cart.

1524633

Sit Down Socks CVR HMH.indd 2-3

Option 2
HMH literacy experts make the selection
based on your specific needs

4/06/12 12:44 PM

Order by June 30
to take advantage
of a 5% discount.

1. Complete the Guided Reading Bookroom Build Request Form located in the back
of the Complete Offering List or online at learn.hmhco.com/LAUSD
2. Turn in completed request form to your HMH Account Executive. Once titles have been
created based on your parameters, you will receive a completed Price List Order Form.
3. Attach the completed form spreadsheet to your LAUSD shopping cart.
800.225.5425 | learn.hmhco.com/LAUSD • 5
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For a smooth implementation of Guided Reading
into your elementary classrooms, HMH offers
Professional Services.
Initiating and Managing Small Group Instruction K–5

Guided Reading K-6

Small group instruction is a powerful format for instruction but how do teachers manage
the classroom and establish routines for success? The Initiating and Managing Small Group
Instruction course investigates the benefits of using small group instruction, and how
to get the most out of small group sessions.

The Guided Reading course is designed for grades K-6 teachers who are using leveled
books in their classroom. Teachers will learn how to use leveled text as part of a balanced
literacy program and in conjunction with a core reading program. They will also have
hands-on experiences with the lesson procedures, assessment, and how to schedule
and manage leveled groups.

Strategies are provided to support forming groups, planning, and managing the rest of the class.
Teachers will plan small group lessons with a clear instructional focus to meet individual needs.
Participants have an opportunity to apply new learning and practice with support to ensure
confident transfer into the classroom. This seminar is a great support to schools implementing
balanced literacy and Guided Reading leveled text resources.
Learning Outcomes:
After completing the Initiating and Managing Small Group Instruction seminar,
participants will:

This highly interactive workshop guides participants through each step in preparing
for instruction. Teachers observe and then practice each part of the guided reading lesson
including a text preview, how to effectively prompt students while reading and how to use
assessments to place students and guide instruction. Finally, teachers explore strategies
for how to manage multiple leveled reading groups in the classroom. For districts adopting
specific level reading products such as the Houghton Mifflin Leveled Readers, or Rigby Leveled
Bookrooms, these materials are integrated throughout the course.

• Understand potential obstacles and strategies to overcome them

Learning Outcomes:
After completing the Guided Reading course, participants will:

• Plan small group lessons with a clear strategy focus

• Know the purpose and design of implementing guided reading

• Establish routines for classroom management and build student independence

• Build fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension for every reader

• Discover various flexible grouping techniques

• Understand the components of a guided reading lesson

• Utilize small group assessments and record keeping

• Examine assessment and record keeping options

• Evaluate the benefits of small group instruction

• Apply effective techniques to organize and manage leveled reading in the classroom

Additionally, HMH offers on site, one-on-one coaching services.
Ordering Information
To order HMH Professional Services
1. Complete the Price List Order Form found at hmhco.com/LAUSD.
1. Attach the completed form to your LAUSD shopping cart.
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Leveled Readers
& Bookrooms
Trusted Quality. Rich Selection. One Source.
To see examples of Rigby Leveled Readers and Teacher Guides,
visit learn.hmhco.com/LAUSD
PM Collection, 1–5

PM Stars Bridge Books, 1–3

Levels Orange–Sapphire
Includes chapter books and tales
and plays.

Levels Orange–Silver
Each book in this series has four
chapters that build a clear structure
and story line, all featuring beloved
recurring PM characters.

Colección PM, K–2
Levels Magenta–Purple
Includes chapter books and tales and
plays in Spanish.

PM Photo Stories, K–2

PM Collection Platinum Edition, K–2
Levels Magenta–Green
Updated original favorites.

Levels Magenta–Green
Real photographs with realistic
stories help children make
connections to their own daily lives.

PM Science Readers, 1–2
PM Plus, K–5
Levels Magenta–Sapphire
Additional books in all levels.

PM Stars, K–2
Levels Magenta–Green
Recurring characters provide a
foundation of background knowledge
and build anticipation of the next
book in a series.

Levels Red–Green
Integrates literacy and science
content.

America’s #1
Resource for

Leveled
Reading

For more information or assistance in completing your order, go to learn.hmhco.com/LAUSD or contact your Account Executive:

Local District Northwest and Northeast Scott.Nemergut@hmhco.com
Local District Central and East		
Tracey.Morris@hmhco.com
Local District West and South		
Connie.Garcia@hmhco.com
Connect with us:
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt™, HMH®, and Rigby® are trademarks or registered trademarks of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. 04/16 RR-MS175458

hmhco.com •800.225.5425
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Los Angeles Unified School District
Leveled Reading Collections
Submittal Requirements

G. Price
1. Provide a price list of titles offered for K-5/6 Leveled Library collections, storage and
organizational systems and, if applicable, digital licensing.

Rigby PM Readers Series
The pricing for the Rigby PM books are found in the cost proposal immediately following in this
section.
Please note: If we are out of stock (OS) with a particular title, HMH reserves the right to
substitute a similar book that is for the same grade and reading level.

Leveled Reading Collections for Independent Reading
The pricing for the HMH Bookroom Libraries is provided in the below table.

Table 1–9. Leveled Reading Collections Pricing
ISBN

Title

Price

9780544898929

HMH Bookroom Libraries Los Angeles USD Grade K

$1,946.90

9780544898936

HMH Bookroom Libraries Los Angeles USD Grade 1

$1,927.55

9780544898943

HMH Bookroom Libraries Los Angeles USD Grade 2

$2,040.91

9780544898950

HMH Bookroom Libraries Los Angeles USD Grade 3

$2,013.50

9780544898967

HMH Bookroom Libraries Los Angeles USD Grade 4

$1,991.40

9780544899001

HMH Bookroom Libraries Los Angeles USD Grade 5

$2,279.20

9780544899018

HMH Bookroom Libraries Los Angeles USD Grade 6

$2,721.15

Please note: If we are out of stock (OS) with a particular title, HMH reserves the right to
substitute a similar book that is for the same grade and reading level.

Los

Angeles Unified School District
Leveled Reading Collections
Submittal Requirements

1–27

2. Provide a price schedule that details the proposed price and content for each unit of
professional development of all types (for example, large or small group, part-day or multiday, teachers or administrators) that the professional development is directed to.

The cost of our professional development services, when delivered in-person, is $3850 per day
for up to 35 participants in a session. Similarly, our daily rate for on-site, one-on-one coaching is
also $3850 per day. In addition, the participant guides are listed below.
•

Guided Reading—ISBN: 978-0-547-37984-5

•

Initiating and Managing Small Group Instruction—ISBN: 978-0-547-38011-7

a. Include costs of any materials and media that may be ordered subsequent to delivery of
the professional development.

The schedule should be in a form that would provide school principals information to
easily identify those services that meet their needs and budgets. This schedule in its final
agreed upon form will be incorporated into any resulting contract. (Note: Mandatory
bundles and minimum quantities will not be considered.)

N/A. Participant guides are provided in the cost of the training.

Kaeden Books

Return to Table of Contents

Summary
Kaeden Books is a publisher and distributor of educational instructional materials. Celebrating our 25th year in business
we have provided specialized classroom and bookroom collections to schools over the years. The bookroom and
classroom collections we have developed for LAUSD include multiple publishers. The instructional support with the
bookroom varies the format and content of the instruction in order to focus on teaching the necessary strategies for
reading. The classroom collections provide good books for kids from multiple publishers so the appearance, formats,
writing style, and content will keep your students engaged as they progress in their reading and writing. Both the
bookroom and classroom collections are balanced between fiction and nonfiction.
Assessments
In December, 2014, twenty‐two of our proprietary titles were selected for the newly updated Columbia University
Teachers College Reading and Writing Project developed by Lucy Calkins. The 22 titles are used as the assessment
books for kindergarten through second grade in conjunction with the running record instructions and lessons available
on the Teachers College web site.
We Offer a Variety of Publishers for the Bookroom
Our selection for the bookroom for K‐2 demonstrates the characteristics of “just the right books for kids.” Our collection
of titles allows for authentic discussion, are culturally responsive with rich vocabulary, and are balanced between fiction
and nonfiction. These books demonstrate a variety of genre and themes. They also provide text structures and
complexity, and text pattern with supportive illustrations for K‐2.
The bookroom content includes multiple publishers. Each publisher provides different types of teacher support that
addresses the needs of a diverse student population. Struggling readers, English Language Learners, Standard English
Learners, and Students with Disabilities would all benefit from this selection of books.
Teacher Support for the Bookroom
The teacher support for the K‐2 bookroom provides text dependent questions and opportunities for peer‐to‐peer
discussion that attends to the foundational reading skills required by the Common Core. Listening and speaking
standards, reading standards for literacy and informational texts are also addressed.
There are fifty‐five titles of Kaeden Books that consist of four pages of step‐by‐step teacher instruction and small group
activities to reinforce reading strategies. Twenty‐six books by Rourke Publishing provide comprehensive Guided Reading
and Writing Lessons together with some include black line masters. Another fifty‐six books from RR Books have teacher
prompts, word work, and questions for comprehension and fluency. Activities and a brief Running Record Assessment
are also provided for each book. Another fifty‐six books from R.C. Owen Publishing provide Book Notes covering skills
and book introduction and activities for following the reading. Examples of the teacher support are on file with this RFP.
The teacher support from R.C. Owen, Rourke and RR Books are standardized book specific lessons and notes. The
teacher support from Kaeden Books is not only book specific but also encompasses reading content areas for use with
small groups.

The content of the teacher support includes:
Compare & Contrast

Visualizing

Writing

Phonics

Vocabulary 1

Sequencing

Connections

Writing

Main Idea & Details

Following Directions

Inference

Predictions

Vocabulary 2

Sight Words

Recognize Patterns

Cause & Effect

Phonological Awareness

Descriptive Words

Fluency

In addition to the separate teacher support provided, many of the books included in the bookroom have questions for
discussion before, during, and after reading in the back of each book. These lessons help build fluency and
comprehension.
Our Classroom Collections Include Assorted Publishers
The books compiled for this collection of K‐6 are excellent texts for use in teaching reading comprehension strategies,
inferential and critical thinking, text structure, close reading, and text dependent questions. Included are informational
texts in the subjects of science and social studies. They are also appropriate for peer‐to‐peer discussion, and/or oral
development. Each collection was developed with the idea of selecting just the right books for kids. Rather than limiting
the selections to one publisher, we elected to search out 19 different publishers to include their best books. Not only do
we provide a substantial variety of books, publishers, and authors, but we also make it easy for you to select what you
want. The collections have been developed with your classroom structure in mind. You may order each grade level
collection individually, or you may order all K‐6 collections and have extra books for those classrooms that need them.
This is especially true since many grades need books above or below normal reading levels.
The 19 publishers included in the classroom collections include Capstone, Cherry Hill, Crabtree, Gareth Stevens, Grosset
& Dunlap, HMH, Kaeden Books, Kids Can Press, Lerner, Newmark, Norwood House, Penguin Random House, Peachtree,
R.C. Owen, Riverstream, Rourke, Rosen, Saddleback and Teacher Created Materials.
Professional Development by Growing Educators
Kaeden Books works closely with Growing Educators. We provide the books for bookrooms and classrooms and they
provide outstanding professional development.
Growing Educators has provided educational professional development in English Language Arts (ELA) for the past six
years (2010‐current). Those who have received professional instruction include: classroom teachers, literacy coaches,
Language Arts Specialists, Common Core Coordinators, Principals, Directors of Teaching and Learning, Directors of
Curriculum, Regional Directors, Assistant Superintendents, and Superintendents. They have worked in over twelve
districts throughout the United States including Oakland, CA, Memphis, TN, and overseas with the Abu Dhabi
International School. With this spectrum of clients, they have been able to study a variety of school settings. Together,
with the school, they create a professional development plan that meets the specific needs of the school rather than
follow a scripted program that may not take into consideration the specifics of each school. Co‐founders Renee Houser
& Jessica Martin worked as full time staff developers at the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project at Columbia
University with Lucy Calkins. Here, they were privy to the latest research in the field of literacy instruction in New York
City schools, the entire eastern seaboard and internationally. Both Renee & Jessica taught in schools that implemented
an authentic Balanced Literacy approach. Later, while working with Lucy Calkins, they learned methods of staff
development that helped them take their classroom knowledge of Balanced Literacy to many other teachers. Growing
Educators train teachers who are interested in thinking beyond a traditional anthology approach to teaching literacy.
Since the inception of Growing Educators, they have worked with many schools in LAUSD. In addition, they have worked
with several directors of LAUSD on various literacy initiatives. Ms. Robin Benton has recently teamed with us to work
with a cohort of schools on developing protocols for small group differentiation which includes: guided reading, strategy
lessons and the various components of a Balanced Literacy approach.

Customer Service
The customer service we provide is exemplary! We go out of our way to please the customer. We offer an 800 number
for customer service. We have traditionally packaged orders the way the customer wants them. We will pack and ship
orders by guided reading level, by teacher name, by grade by teacher or any other method the school prefers. We have
someone in the office until 4 pm west coast time to respond to any issues with orders.
About Kaeden Books
Kaeden Books was founded in 1991 initially to publish books for Reading Recovery which was at that time run by Gay
Sue Pinnell and later with Irene Fountas and others. Two of our founders trained with Marie Clay and Gay Sue Pinnell
in 1988. Using the knowledge from our experience with Reading Recovery, Kaeden sourced authors who were trained in
Reading Recovery to write content. Doing so gave teachers the appropriate material to teach the reading strategies to
students. We developed a series of gradually leveled books across the reading continuum. It was important that the
content standards be mirrored in the text and reading prompts we produced.
We started sourcing excellent reading materials from other publishers to compile custom classroom and school building
libraries beginning in 2009. What makes it custom is that we have teachers assess their students for reading levels and
interests so we can provide “just the right books for kids” to read at the appropriate reading levels. We have a bank of
people who read the books we distribute in order to select “just the right books for kids” for inclusion in our leveled
collections. Teachers now come to Kaeden Books to source a variety of quality materials for meeting the reading
standards. Very often we field requests for specialized content to meet the needs of a specific student.
How to Order
We have made the ordering process easy for you. The bookroom is for K‐2 with guided reading levels from A through M.
Each classroom collection consists of 10 guided reading levels with 25 titles in each level balanced between fiction and
nonfiction. If your building does not have the same number of classrooms for each grade, we have provided the
flexibility to order each grade level by itself. You only order what you need by grade. You can also order by collections
for groups of grades.
For example: you have four kindergartens, five first grades and four second grades or a total of 13 rooms across the 3
grades. You can order four of the K‐2 classroom collections and one extra first grade classroom.
Another way to order is by grade: four Classroom Individual Grade Collections for kindergarten; five Classroom
Individual Grade Collections for first grade, and four Classroom Individual Grade Collections for second. Each classroom
will receive the same number of books that fit with their grade ranges.

LAUSD CONTRACT NUMBER 4400004701
Vendor Number 1000005187
Kaeden Books
Contact: Grant Urmston
800.890.7323
440.617.1403 Fax
www.kaeden.com

ASSESSMENT
Teachers College Assessment Books and
Running Records ‐ 1 Pack (6 copies of 22 titles)
Kindergarten thru 2nd Grade (Levels A ‐ K)
978‐1‐61181‐900‐7

BOOKROOM
Bookroom K‐2 Only (1170 total books)
Levels A‐M (6 copies of 195 titles)
Free Storage Bins, Bin Labels, Book Labels, Free Shipping
978‐1‐61181‐588‐7

INDIVIDUAL GRADES
Classroom K (250 total books levels A‐J)
Free Storage Bins, Bin Labels, Book Labels, Free Shipping
978‐1‐61181‐589‐4
Classroom 1 (250 total books levels C‐L)
Free Storage Bins, Bin Labels, Book Labels, Free Shipping
978‐1‐61181‐590‐0
Classroom 2 (250 total books levels F‐O)
Free Storage Bins, Bin Labels, Book Labels, Free Shipping
978‐1‐61181‐591‐7
Classroom 3 (250 total books levels I‐R)
Free Storage Bins, Bin Labels, Book Labels, Free Shipping
978‐1‐61181‐592‐4
Classroom 4 (250 total books levels K‐T)
Free Storage Bins, Bin Labels, Book Labels, Free Shipping
978‐1‐61181‐593‐1
Classroom 5 (250 total books levels N‐W)
Free Storage Bins, Bin Labels, Book Labels, Free Shipping
978‐1‐61181‐594‐8
Classroom 6 (250 total books levels Q ‐ Z)
Free Storage Bins, Bin Labels, Book Labels, Free Shipping
978‐1‐61181‐595‐5

COLLECTIONS
Classroom K‐2 (750 total books levelsA‐O)
Free Storage Bins, Bin Labels, Book Labels, Free Shipping
978‐1‐61181‐599‐3
Classroom K‐3 (1000 total books levelsA‐R)
Free Storage Bins, Bin Labels, Book Labels, Free Shipping
978‐1‐61181‐596‐2
Classroom K‐5 (1,500 total books levels A‐W)
Free Storage Bins, Bin Labels, Book Labels, Free Shipping
978‐1‐61181‐597‐9
Classroom K‐6 (1,750 total books levels A‐Z)
Free Storage Bins, Bin Labels, Book Labels, Free Shipping
978‐1‐61181‐598‐6

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Professional Development (per groups of 50 attendees)
Provided by Growing Educators under third party contract
3 sessions with teachers (12 hrs. lecture, 6 hrs. coaching)
2 sessions with administrators (12 hrs. lecture)
Includes consultants, travel, copies, breakfast and lunch
for all attendees
Free book for each attendee.

NOTES:
1. All prices quoted are subject to California Sales Tax which will be added to the total invoice.

Kaeden Books Summary Proposal
for LAUSD RFP 2000000940
Quantity Each
1

5 to 9

10 and over

Professional Development
13800
13300
(Per groups of 50 attendees)
3 sessions with teachers (12 hrs. lecture, 6 hrs. coaching)
2 sessions with administrators (12 hrs. lecture)
Includes consultants, travel, copies, breakfast and lunch
for all attendees
Free book for each attendee.
Teachers College Assessment Books and
Running Records Quantity (6 copies of 22 titles)$651

13000

$651

$651

$8,085

$8,085

$8,085

$4,529

$4,162

$3,907

Classroom 3-6 (1,000 total books levels P-Z) $7,630

$6,621

$6,216

$10,782

$10,123

Bookroom K-2 Only
(1350 total books)
Levels A-O (6 copies of 225 titles)
Free Storage Bins
Free Bin Labels
Free Book Labels
Free Shipping

Classroom K-2 (750 total books levels A-O)
Free Storage Bins
Free Bin Labels
Free Book Labels
Free Shipping

Free Storage Bins
Free Bin Labels
Free Book Labels
Free Shipping

Classroom K-6 (1,750 total books levels A-Z) $12,160
Free Storage Bins
Free Bin Labels
Free Book Labels
Free Shipping

Quantity Each
1

5 to 9

10 and over

Total Kaeden Package
Professional Development (groups of up to 50)
$13,800
Teachers College Assessment (6 pack)
$651
Bookroom K-2 Only
$8,085
Classroom K-6 (1,750 total books levels A-Z) $12,160

$13,300
$651
$8,085
$10,582

$13,000
$651
$8,085
$10,000

Total

$32,618

$31,736

$34,696

Notes:
1. All prices quoted are subject to California Sales Tax which will be added to the total invoice.

Learning A-Z
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Summary Sheet for Los Angeles Unified School District
LAUSD Contract #: 4400004629
Vendor 100011618
Catalog Link: https://www.learninga-z.com
Contact Information: Tiffany Thompson, Account
Executive tiffany.thompson@learninga-z.com,
760.521.6367
Learning A-Z is a literacy-focused curriculum resource company that creates brighter futures through enlightened literacy.
We provide digitally delivered leveled reading resources and Common Core-aligned content that supports instruction and
student growth in reading. Our resources are currently used in over half the school districts in the U.S. and Canada, and
more than 180 countries worldwide.
We are honored to expand our relationship with LAUSD. Our expert Professional Development team will help LAUSD
teachers leverage our resources to their fullest potential with customized professional development that fits your school’s
specific needs.
The Reading A-Z ELL Solution and Raz-Kids deliver the assessment, instruction, and practice LAUSD teachers need to
differentiate instruction in any classroom environment. Teachers use Reading A-Z to access an online leveled reading
library spanning PreK–5+ grade levels and an unmatched collection of additional instructional resources, lesson
plans, and collaborative activities. Students use Raz-Kids to access an interactive eLearning environment that delivers
developmentally appropriate reading practice anytime, anywhere.

ELL Resources
1,700+ leveled books and
lessons for differentiated
reading instruction

Interactive eBooks and
eQuizzes offered at 29
levels of reading difficulty

Instructional resources and
tools for supporting ELL development

Reading A-Z
Reading A-Z features more than 1,700 leveled fiction and nonfiction books, as well as ancillary lesson plans, worksheets,
and quizzes, available in printable and projectable formats, at 29 developmental levels. With a Reading A-Z subscription,
teachers have access to an abundance of resources to help them easily differentiate reading instruction.

Key Features:
•
•
•
•

Best-in-class leveled reading resources help make personalized learning easy.
Flexible teaching materials allow instruction to be customized to any learning environment.
Collaborative lessons and learning activities develop both literacy and 21st century skills.
Comprehensive assessments and running records track student progress and ensure
reading growth.

To fully explore all that Learning A-Z has to offer, we invite LAUSD schools to
sign up for complimentary two-week trials at www.learninga-z.com.

Reading A-Z (continued)
Instructional Guides and Resources
Each Reading A-Z book is accompanied by a variety of corresponding resources including a full instructional wraparound
with a multiple-page guided reading lesson designed according to before, during, and after reading instructional
strategies that will be familiar to teachers and students.
Common Core-aligned lessons, worksheets, discussion cards, and comprehension Quick Check quizzes support and
guide instruction for leveled books in English. Worksheets, discussion cards, and comprehension quizzes specific to
each language also accompany 650+ books translated in Spanish along with many books available in French and British
English.
Reading A-Z's instructional support features supplemental Common Core lessons designed to support teachers as they
implement shifts in teaching skills targeted by the Common Core State Standards, such as academic vocabulary, textdependent questions, and a constructed response to reading based on a key question.
Reading A-Z provides a deep collection of tools that promote literacy instruction and help teachers address key reading
and foundational skills as well as specific instructional initiatives. Tools include Decodable Books, Phonics Lessons,
Phonological Awareness Lessons, Vocabulary Graphic Organizers, Reading Fluency Support Resources, Letter Formation
Practice Sheets, Read-Aloud Books, Close Reading Packs, Alphabet Chants, Sound/Symbol Books, Project Based
Learning Packs, and more.

ELL Solution
The ELL Solution adds a deep collection of WIDA, TESOL, ELPA21, and Common Core State Standard-aligned resources
designed specifically for ELLs. The resources support English Language Learners with tools, resources, and researchbased strategies to achieve success with social and academic English. The Reading A-Z ELL Solution provides reading,
listening, speaking, and writing resources that are organized in content area topics at varying grade ranges and address
the LAFS Standards’ goals to provide ELLs of all language proficiency levels the opportunity to gain content-area
knowledge.

Key Features:
•
•
•
•

Content-based and thematic-based resources develop English speaking,
listening, writing, and reading skills.
Resources develop and introduce academic and social vocabulary.
Instruction is easily correlated to various ELL curriculum standards.
Student progress is easily tracked using grade-appropriate assessments.

To fully explore all that Learning A-Z has to offer, we invite LAUSD schools to
sign up for complimentary two-week trials at www.learninga-z.com.

Raz-Kids
Raz-Kids is an award-winning kid’s
reading resource that provides a library
of more than 600 interactive eBooks
and eResources at 29 levels of difficulty
that students use to practice reading in
school, at home, or on the go. With content
available in computer-based and mobile
formats, students have access to the
differentiated reading practice necessary
to improve their reading skills anytime,
anywhere.
A built-in motivational feature allows students to earn stars that can be used to build a unique robot avatar and
purchase items for their personal rocket ship. Teachers and parents can also send a text or audio message to
students to encourage their reading or praise them for their hard work.
All eBooks come with a collection of special interactive tools and features that help promote 21st century skills
and ELA standards. Students are equipped with interactive annotation tools and an eJournal to expand their
understanding of new words and improve vocabulary. eQuiz Constructed Response questions promote critical
thinking skills and help to strengthen the reading and writing connection.
Students can create a recording of any eBook in order to practice and self-monitor fluency. Recording can also be
sent to their teacher’s in-basket for review. The read version of each book is paired with a listen version to ensure
fluency is also modeled for the student. In addition, students can click on a word when reading independently to
hear how it is it pronounced or click on key terms to view a vocabulary card with a definition, context sentence,
and picture when appropriate.
Raz-Kids’ reports allow teachers to monitor individual and class-wide reading activity, reading comprehension skill
performance, reading rate, and level progress to help to determine future instructional needs by class or student.

Key Features:
•
•
•
•

Interactive eBooks make practicing reading fun for kids.
Leveled texts provide access to developmentally appropriate content for each student.
Automated eQuizzes and running records ensure comprehension before students move on.
Digital reports with activity and skill development data help inform future instruction.

Free Access to Vocabulary A-Z!
When LAUSD schools choose the Reading A-Z ELL
Solution and Raz-Kids, they receive complementary
licenses to Vocabulary A-Z, an online database of
14,000+ words teachers can use to quickly create
their own custom vocabulary word lists with fiveday lessons plans or choose from an abundance of
pre-made word lists.

To fully explore all that Learning A-Z has to offer, we invite LAUSD schools to
sign up for complimentary two-week trials at www.learninga-z.com.

Professional Development for LAUSD Educators
At Learning A-Z, we understand that we are only successful when our educational partners are successful. As such,
we know that tailored professional development is key to the success of any new implementation. Therefore, we
provide a host of options that include initial training and ongoing support, with facilitated on-site and web-based
coaching customized to ensure a successful implementation and ongoing partnership.
In collaboration with LAUSD, Learning A-Z has laid out a robust, yet flexible plan to support LAUSD’s educators.
This plan’s first goal is to ensure educators understand that they can use the features of any subscribed Learning
A-Z product. Secondly, and most importantly, this plan provides ongoing opportunities for educators to learn how
to incorporate our resources into existing curriculum and within a balanced approach to literacy. The plan also
includes ongoing reflection and needs assessment opportunities to ensure the implementation of Learning A-Z’s
resources is seamless and effective.
Learning A-Z recognizes that a critical objective for LAUSD is the implementation and management of guided
reading instruction. Learning A-Z’s resources fully support this instructional technique by providing educators and
students with high-level, differentiated resources for the purpose of instructing small-groups of students in the
skills and strategies needed to become proficient readers, writers, speakers, and listeners. To support educators in
this endeavor, our professional development team will ensure ongoing support that goes beyond product training.
Using instructional techniques such as modeling, peer teaching, coaching, and lesson mapping, we will work with
LAUSD’s educators to move from product knowledge towards comprehensive immersion. Opportunities to address
common challenges such as classroom management techniques and lack of technology will also be embedded
into all professional learning experiences.
It is important to note that although Learning A-Z has proposed a specific plan for professional learning, it
recognizes that the plan is only successful when it is developed in collaboration with its participants. With this
in mind, Learning A-Z will continue to work with LAUSD to ensure each professional learning experience is
personalized and directly aligned with LAUSD’s goals, objectives, and vision.
Learning A-Z looks forward to collaborating with LAUSD for the purpose of not only providing resources to support
guided reading, but to also to ensure that our resources are implemented in a manner that supports teachers’
professional growth and students’ literacy learning.

Free Live Webinars

Self-Paced Learning

Live online training sessions hosted by a
Learning A-Z product expert

Prerecorded self-paced learning sessions educators
can complete on their time

Custom Webinars*

On-Site Professional Development*

Customized online training tailored to your
organization’s specific needs

Face-to-face in-depth training with a Learning A-Z
product expert

To fully explore all that Learning A-Z has to offer, we invite LAUSD schools to
sign up for complimentary two-week trials at www.learninga-z.com.

Los Angeles Unified School District
RFP # 2000000940
Leveled Reading Collections

G. Price
LAUSD Pricing
With the pricing proposed below and on the following page, teachers have immediate access to over
1600 leveled readers. These leveled readers can be used digitally or printed.
Printing Options: Subscribers have our permission to print copies of Learning A-Z content displayed on
Reading A-Z website for classroom use, provided that any copies you print continue to show all notices
concerning copyright, trademark and other proprietary rights that appear in the material you reproduce
and do not exceed the classroom license (up to 36 students per classroom)
Learning A-Z provides teachers with the flexibility to print our leveled readers using a wide range of
options. Teachers can instantly print any of our resources in their classroom, utilize the school district’s
printing services, print at a local print shop, or utilize any print service.
Additional details are available at http://help.learninga-z.com/customer/portal/articles/1649233-terms-ofservice

2016 LAUSD Pricing

Learning A-Z
Resources

Year One

List Price

Classroom
Price

Reading A-Z ELL
Solution

$169.95

$149.95

2300

$390,885

$344,885

12%

Raz-Kids

$109.95

$94.95

2300

$252,885

$218,385

14%

Reading A-Z ELL
Solution + Raz-Kids +
Vocabulary A-Z

$299.90

$224.95

2300

$689,770

$517,385

25%

Volume I: Technical Proposal

# of
Classrooms

List Price

LAUSD Final
Price

Discount

97

Los Angeles Unified School District
RFP # 2000000940
Leveled Reading Collections

Professional
Development

# of Teachers
and Admin.

Cost Per Day
(30 teachers)

# days
required (2300
teachers/ 30
teachers per
PD Session x 3
days)

Price

Discount

Final Price

Teachers

2300

$2,000

240

$552,000

20%

$440,000

Administrators

150

$0.00

150

$0.00

$0.00

**All pricing is for 12 month subscriptions
**Year 2 and Year 3 pricing available upon request, depending on # of classrooms
**Pricing beyond 2300 classrooms is available upon request
**Vocabulary A-Z free of charge with Reading A-Z ELL Solution + Raz Kids

**One PD Day = 6 hrs; 18 PD hrs required by LAUSD per teacher(or 3 days)

Volume I: Technical Proposal

98

Mondo Publishing
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High-Quality Leveled Books
Organized for Easy Access and Planning
Our trade-quality, authentic leveled
texts provide students with sophisticated,
complex texts that invite active
engagement leading to deeper knowledge
and comprehension. Mondo’s various
bookroom collections are designed for
ease of access. Our authentic texts for
independent reading allow students to
practice previously learned strategies.

Available English & Spanish
Bookrooms
• Wide selection of increasingly
challenging texts
• 6-packs with comprehensive
Lesson Plans
• Different configurations to fit all
schools.
See Page B

Independent Reading Collections
• Engaging books
• A variety of genres, sizes,
authors, and illustrators
• Books students can read and
want to read
See Page C

Professiona Development

Page A
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The Mondo Difference...
Customized Student-Centered
Professional Learning
Mondo Professional Development
is centered around the establishment
of a shared vision of rigorous,
student-centered instruction
through workshop and live-lesson
demonstrations.
See Page D
LAUSD Vendor ID 1000005228

Bookrooms
High-Quality Reading Materials
The leveled texts in Mondo’s Bookshop Bookroom Collections
are developed specifically to help students become fluent,
independent readers and to support skill development. The
combination of high-quality student literature, and practical
teacher resource materials support meaningful, focused
instruction to meet specific, targeted learning needs. All
6-packs come in a ziplock bag with lesson plan included.

Bookroom Option
Super Bookroom K–5
Super K–2 Bookroom
Super 3–5 Bookroom
Kinder - Super Bookroom*
Grade 1 - Super Bookroom*
Grade 2 - Super Bookroom*
Grade 3 - Super Bookroom*
Grade 4 - Super Bookroom*
Grade 5 - Super Bookroom*

Spanish Bookroom Option
Spanish K–5 Bookroom
Spanish K–3 Bookroom
Kinder - Spanish Bookroom*
Grade 1 - Spanish Bookroom*
Grade 2 - Spanish Bookroom*
Grade 3 - Spanish Bookroom*
Grade 4/5 - Spanish Bookroom*

Number
of Titles

575
298
277
83
111
104
97
90
90

Session 1
LeARNINg FoCUS
RI.2.1

Students read closely to
ask and answer who, what,
when, where, why, and how
questions regarding key
text details.

eLL SUppoRt
L.2.4 Vocabulary Support

vocabulary words such
as survive, gowns, and
settlement in context using
the ELL vocabulary strategies
in Getting Started.

VoCABULARY
RI.2.4 Tell students that
as you read, you wondered
about the difference between
a colony and a country.
Help students define these
terms and then compare and
contrast them using a Venn
diagram on the board.

PREVIEWING THE TEXT

Supportive Lesson Plans

5 minutes

•C
 lear learning focuses for each
Guided Reading lesson
• L essons provide step-by-step
instructional support that
promotes deep analytical
reading.
•S
 tate the key idea of each text
for teacher reference
•P
 rovide text-dependent
prompts to encourage rich
text-based discussions.

Introduce the book by looking at the cover illustration, title, and back cover.
The book we’re reading today is called Colonial America. Say the title with
me. What do you see on the front cover?
There’s a hut of some kind. I see an American flag, but it doesn’t have
enough stars on it. I see a drawing of a Native American and a Pilgrim.
Now, let’s look at the back cover. What do you learn?
We’re going to learn about how the United States began.

READING THE TEXT CLOSELY

10 minutes

Explain the learning focus to students. Have them read pages 4–7. Check on
their application of the focus and provide support if needed.
Today, as we read, we will ask what are often called reporter’s questions
to show our understanding of key details in the text. When a reporter tells
a news story, he or she must give readers information about the people
involved, the setting, and the events. To accomplish this task, a reporter
often asks and answers questions that begin with these six words: who,
what, where, when, why, and how. (Post these words for students to refer to
throughout the lesson.) Let’s read pages 4 through 7. Who can ask a question
using one of these words?
Who ruled the colonies?

CoMpReheNSIoN ShARe
Introduce the key domainspecific phrase freedom of
religion. Have students work
with partners to define each
term in the phrase and then
discuss its possible meaning.
Lead students to discuss
freedom of religion in the
United States.

Number
of Titles

232
192
48
48
48
48
40

Text selection: pp. 3–15

Key Idea: text Selection In this portion of the text, the author uses key details
to tell about the formation of the United States of America.

Who can answer that?
the King of England
Who has another question?
Why did people come to the colonies?
Who has an answer?
for a better life
Are there any other answers to this question?
for freedom of religion, to make money, because of slavery
Asking and answering questions shows that you understand the text.

Corrective Feedback
Have students closely reread
the title and pages 4 through 7
to ask and answer questions
about key details. Encourage
them to silently reread,
stopping at key points to think
and talk together about their
understandings.

2

If you are satisfied that students can apply the focus, set the reading
assignment for the session. If you are not, prompt students to return to pages
4–7 to read and ask questions about key details in the text.
Our work as readers today is to keep using these six words to ask and
answer questions about key details in the text. Now, let’s finish reading
through page 15.

Colonial ameriCa

GR_G2_B10_ColonialAmerica_LP.indd 2

12/16/14 4:28 PM

*Bookroom configurations can be customized
to the grades you have.

For ordering
refer to pages
provided by
LAUSD

As Easy as 1, 2, 3

1

Your bookroom collection
arrives at your school in
a ready-to-teach shipper
carton. Just pull out the book
box and place it on your
bookroom shelf.
Clearly labeled boxes
make unpacking easy.

Pre-assembled book boxes go straight
from the carton to your bookroom shelf.

Page B
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Easy bookroom management.

LAUSD Vendor ID 1000005228

Independent Reading Collections
Amazing Books Students Can Read
and Want to Read
Your classroom becomes your students’ bookshop,
featuring a wide selection of increasingly challenging
texts—50% informational and 50% literature—for
independent reading.
These engaging books vary in size, author, illustrator,
genre, and culture.
Independent Reading
Room Option

Number
of Titles

Reading
Level
Range

Grade K
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6

200
229
234
225
231
190
91

A–H
B–K
E–N
J–Q
M–T
Q–W
S–X

Spanish Independent
Reading Room Option

Number
of Titles

Reading
Level
Range

Grade K
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6

104
107
100
102
103
108
52

A–I
B–K
E–N
J–Q
L–T
L–W
P–V

For ordering
refer to pages
provided by
LAUSD

•H
 igh-interest, complex texts to meet
all students’ independent reading
levels
•M
 eet the needs of every reader
with high-interest, engaging books
students love to read
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Professional Learning

Customized Face-to-Face Professional Learning
to Support Guided Reading
Our nationwide team of facilitators provides ongoing, customized
district and school-based support to help school leaders and
teachers deepen and fine-tune their instructional literacy practices
based on 21st century standards.
Professional Learning Workshops

Demonstration Lessons

•S
 upporting increased comprehensive
literacy in classrooms across the district
• Increasing instructional rigor
• Interpreting student assessment data to
inform instruction

Job-Embedded Site Visits

•C
 ollaborative planning, observing, and
reflecting on live demonstration lessons
with students
•D
 emystifying theory by linking with
live lesson study

e-Book Libraries

Access e-Books
24/7 using your
PC, Mac, iPad,
or tablet.

English and Spanish e-Books

•R
 eflecting on and analyzing classroom
and school data
•P
 roviding opportunities for modeled,
shared, and observed lessons

Key Vocabulary: definitions
and audio pronunciations
Note-taking: make notes
anywhere in the text.

Leveled Informational Text and
Literature in e-Book Format that
Motivates and Encourages Learning

Bookmarks:
track pages you
want to return to

Students independently and confidently navigate rich
informational and literature texts with a variety of audio
features designed to support and scaffold the acquisition
of reading fluency and comprehension skills.

Sticky Tabs:
for labels and
short notes

Sagebrush and Paintbrush: The Story of Charlie Russell, Cowboy Artist,
Grade 4, Level T

• Content-rich, interactive texts
• Audio support for all books
• 2 reading comprehension activities
per e-book
• Writing response prompts, games,
and printable masters

Students have access to
complex, grade-appropriate,
high-interest leveled text
independently from
home and school.

Mondo Contacts
LAUSD Representatives
Carrie Shook • cshook29@yahoo.com • 310-930-8131
Nadra Ostrom • nadrarep@gmail.com • 818-383-0745

Mondo Customer Service
Anita Mohamed
amohamed@mondopub.com • 888-886-6636
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Okapi Educational Publishing
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Okapi Educational Publishing is pleased to have been chosen as
an approved vendor for LAUSD’s Leveled Reading Collection for
Grades K–2.
Okapi is a provider of premier instructional materials for Grades K–5. Okapi has two
programs on the approved vendor list—Flying Start to Literacy™ and Despegando hacia
la lectura™—both of which are distinguished by their solid research foundation. Flying
Start to Literacy™ is based on research from the National Early Literacy Panel (2008), the
National Reading Panel (2000), and several other major reports, books, and research
investigations into early literacy teaching and learning.

Okapi’s K–2 Leveled Reading Collection includes:
• Reading Books: 244 titles for Levels A–M (6 copies each)
• Lesson Plan Cards: 122 Cards (one for each pair of books)
• Vocabulary Starters: 18 Vocabulary Starters (support for Levels A and B only)
• Take-Home Books: 6 copies each of 122 Take-Home Books (one for each pair of
books)
• Storage Boxes x12

About the Programs
Flying Start to Literacy™ (catalog pages 4–45) and Despegando hacia la lectura™
(catalog pages 46–65) are paired-text reading programs. Each book in the two programs
is part of a pair—one fiction text and one informational text. The titles in each pair of
books are connected by the same key vocabulary, high-frequency words, and big idea.
Flying Start to Literacy™ and Despegando hacia la lectura™ are organized as follows:
• All resources are conveniently packed in sturdy storage boxes.
• The level of contents in each storage box is identified by a label.
• The contents of each box are organized into sets: 6 copies of each book, 1 foldout Lesson Plan Card, 1 Vocabulary Starter (Kindergarten only), and 6 copies
of the black-and-white Take-Home Books. Each pair of books and its matching
components are packaged as a unit that includes all materials necessary for one
week’s lesson.

• Each book is color-coded for ease of identification and organization, and the
Guided Reading Level is shown on the back cover.
• Each storage box contains a checklist that identifies its contents. Each school will
be provided with a large poster showing the covers of every title included in the
program, organized by Guided Reading Level. This poster can be hung in the
school’s bookroom for reference.

About Lesson Plan Cards
Each pair of fiction and informational books from Flying Start to Literacy™ and
Despegando hacia la lectura™ is supported by a six-page, laminated, full-color Lesson
Plan Card that provides:
• Common Core State Standards (CCSS) addressed in the lesson. These include the
grade-level CCSS for Reading and Literature, Informational Texts, Foundational
Skills, Writing, Speaking and Listening, and Language.
• Specific instructional strategies for using the materials with English Learners (Flying
Start to Literacy™).
• Spanish language instructions from teachers to students as well as Spanish
language activities (Despegando hacia la lectura™).
• A Before Reading section containing specific strategies for activating prior
knowledge, introducing unfamiliar vocabulary, and building on students’ reading
behaviors.
• A During Reading section giving teachers the necessary tools to monitor and
support each student’s reading as well as guide students as they apply these
strategies.
• An After Reading section providing discussion prompts to encourage collaborative
conversations about the book by asking students to find evidence from the text
to support their thinking. It also advises teachers on reviewing students’ reading
strategies with positive feedback.
• A section on Returning to the Book, giving additional opportunities for Developing
Fluency, Word Work (Phonics/Phonemic Awareness activities), Writing, and
Sharing and Presenting.
• A section on Synthesizing the Pair, giving opportunities to discuss the pair of books
in small groups or with a partner, deepening students’ understanding of the content
and building their critical literacy and oral language.
• Instructions for working with English Learners, including multiple opportunities
for “talking about the book.” Levels A and B include 18 Vocabulary Starters with
specific instructions for “Building Oral Vocabulary.” Lesson plans throughout all
levels include activities on oral use of new vocabulary.

okapi
educational publishing
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About Leveling
The books in the Flying Start to Literacy™ program align with the Fountas and Pinnell
leveling system, as well as the DRA.
The leveling of Flying Start to Literacy™ books takes into consideration the developmental
sequence of young children’s literacy acquisition (Clay 1979) as well as quantitative and
qualitative measures used to determine text complexity (Common Core State Standards
Appendix A), to ensure the supports and challenges within each book are appropriate for
each level.
The Flying Start to Literacy™ stages—Early Emergent, Emergent, Early, Transitional, Early
Fluent, and Fluent—reflect a universally accepted continuum of reading behaviors in
young children (Clay 1979, Peterson 1988, Fountas and Pinnell 1996).
During the development process and prior to publication, Flying Start to Literacy™
books are field tested by two highly experienced Reading Recovery teacher leaders
with students at and below grade level and English language learners. This ensures the
leveling is appropriate and the books are interesting and engaging for young readers.
Despegando hacia la lectura™ maintains the coherence of the Fountas and Pinnell
leveling system while respecting the uniqueness of the Spanish language. It is an
adaptation and not merely a translation of the English texts.

About Despegando hacia la lectura™
• Wherever possible, Spanish vocabulary and sentence structures convey the
meaning of the English version as well as present natural expressions that mirror
students’ language.
• The high degree of regularity of the Spanish phonological system as compared
with the English system provides predictability for the beginning reader with
supports unavailable to English readers.
• Phonic and Word Work sections support the practice of areas of difficulty in Spanish.
• Key vocabulary may be introduced with Vocabulary Starters prior to reading the book.

Free, Downloadable Online Teacher Resources
You will find the following free teacher resources online at:
Flying-start-to-literacy.com (click on “Teacher Support Materials” on the toolbar)
Despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com (click on “Teacher Support Materials” on the toolbar)
• Scope and Sequence: Checklists of sentence stems, high-frequency words, key
vocabulary, and reading strategies for books at each reading stage.
• Phonics and Phonemic Awareness: Systematic and explicit sequence of phonemic
awareness and phonics for books at each reading stage.

okapi
educational publishing
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• Reading Across the Curriculum: Checklists of text types, text features, curriculum
links, key concepts, and content vocabulary for books at each reading stage.
• Records of Reading Behaviors: Records of Reading behaviors for one title from
each pair at every reading stage. Teachers can assess accuracy, fluency, and
comprehension, then make a learning plan for the student.
• Assessment: Ongoing assessment checklists for each reading stage, which forms
part of each teaching sequence and informs instruction. Teachers can record the
progress of individual students using the reading strategies for each book.
• Getting Started: Tips on how to get started in using Flying Start to Literacy™ and
Despegando hacia la lectura™.
For more information on these resources, please call the Okapi Hotline at 866-652-7436
or contact your local Okapi representatives Gil, Susie, and Monique Garcia of Lifelong
Learning by phone at 626-965-0425.

okapi
educational publishing
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Professional Development
We collaborate with all districts to craft a professional development that is sensible for
all participants. While we offer suggestions for implementation, we believe the best
professional development takes into account prior learning opportunities of those in the
district, timing of professional development to maximize engagement, and personalizing
the learning opportunity for all involved.
Okapi provides development in the form of off-site interactive workshops to ensure a
common message throughout the district and on-site lesson study sessions for teachers and
administrators to personalize the work for their schools. These are designed to deepen the
understanding of educators as they implement guided reading instruction.
Teachers
• The workshops for TK–2 teachers consist of two 6-hour sessions, totaling 12 hours
of professional learning. Teacher workshops include teachers from multiple school
sites. Workshops are grade specific—TK, K, Grade 1, and Grade 2—and the
number of participants should not exceed 50.
• On-site sessions for teachers consist of two 3-hour sessions, totaling 6 hours of
professional learning. Sessions may be for individual schools, or a combination of
smaller schools if the number of grade team members is 4 or fewer. Sessions are
grade specific—TK, K, Grade 1, and Grade 2—and the number of participants
should not exceed 8.
Administrators
• The leadership workshop consists of one 6-hour session and includes
administrators from multiple schools. The number of participants should
not exceed 50.
• On-site sessions for administrators consist of two 3-hour sessions, totaling 6 hours
of professional learning. Sessions include administrators from multiple schools, and
the number of participants should not exceed 20.

okapi
educational publishing
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G - PRICE

1. The following is a summary of our bookroom pricing by reading stage. Bookroom sets include:


6 copies each of the 2 books in each paired text set



1 fold-out laminated lesson plan for each paired text set



6 copies of 1 black-and-white take-home book for each paired text set



1 vocabulary starter card for each paired text set (Early Emergent Reading Stage only)

Each paired text set includes:


6 copies each of the 2 books in the paired reading set



1 fold-out laminated lesson plan for each paired reading set



1 vocabulary starter card (Early Emergent Reading Stage only)

Bookroom Pricing by Reading Stage
Early Emergent Reading Stage 1 (Levels A-B)
Emergent Reading Stage 2 (Levels C-D)
Early Reading Stage 3 (Levels E-F)
Transitional Reading Stage 4 (Levels G-H)
Early Fluent Reading Stage 5 (Levels I-J)
Fluent Reading Stage 6 (levels K-M)
Complete K-2 bookroom price

Bookroom Set
pricing

Paired Text
Pricing

Catalog Pages
for Flying
Start

Catalog
Pages for
Despegando

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

Pages 12-15
Pages 16-19
Pages 20-23
Pages 24-27
Pages 28-31
Pages 32-33

Pages 42-43
Pages 44-45
Pages 46-47
Pages 48-49
Pages 50-51
Pages 52-53

1,400 *
1,440
1,440
1,440
1,510
1,950
9,180

79.00
71.50
71.50
71.50
75.00
80.00

*Excludes digital activities.
Replacement pricing
Replacement Cost

Stage 1
Early Emergent

Student Book
Lesson Plan
Vocabulary Starter
Takehome Book

$
$
$
$

5.35
7.50
7.50
0.40

Stage 2
Emergent
$
$

5.35
7.50
NA

$

0.40

Stage 3
Early
$
$

5.35
7.50
NA
$ 0.50

Stage 4
Transitional
$
$

5.35
7.50
NA
$
0.50

Stage 5
Early
Fluent
$
5.63
$
7.50
NA
$
0.63

Stage 6
Fluent
$
$

6.05
7.50
NA
$
0.79

Professional Development Costs :

Workshops
6-hr Teacher Workshop
6-hr Administrator Workshops
3-hr On-site Coaching Sessions
3-hr Administrator Sessions

Price
$3,500
$3,500
$1,650
$1,650

Workshop price includes:
o Consultant cost including travel and housing
o Materials needed for training
o Breakfast and lunch for up to 50 attendees
o Prices are based on an estimate of 1150 K-2 Teachers
o Cost of off-site facility
o Breakfast or lunch for on-site

Scholastic
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Why Scholastic Custom Solutions are
the #1 Choice for LAUSD
Scholastic Education is your literacy partner, bringing the elements of our Comprehensive Literacy
Solutions to meet the specific needs of LAUSD students and educators. From Leveled Bookrooms and
Bilingual Classroom Libraries to Professional Learning, Scholastic has crafted a robust solution just for Los
Angeles to empower educators and promote reading achievement for every student.
See below for a summary of our offerings and the following pages for a more detailed proposal.

Unparalleled selection of high-quality
authentic texts in multiple genres and
formats
Wide variety of Spanish language and
bilingual books bring equity to every
classroom
White Glove Service providing seamless
delivery, assembly,
and implementation
Professional Learning to ensure that
teachers deeply understand the power
of differentiated instruction and guided
reading
best practices
Standards aligned, research based
instruction that is cohesive, consistent,
& organized

Instructional resources
demonstrating how to accelerate
student progress through the text
complexity continuum
All Leveled Bookroom titles leveled
by Irene Fountas &
Gay Su Pinnell
Custom leveled classroom libraries
based on the specific needs of
LAUSD schools, aligned to existing
standards & curriculum frameworks
Multimedia resources including:
bilingual classroom magazines &
trade books, flipcharts, modeling
videos, and free digital resources
95 years of best practices that are
trusted by nearly every classroom
in the country

For samples of instructional materials featured here visit http://lausd.fpplive.com

For more information, contact:
Andrea Anthony
Jodi Dodds-Kinner
AAnthony@scholastic.com Jdoddskinner@scholastic.com
562-480-2945
312-480-8388

LAUSD CONTRACT 4400004700
VENDOR 1000003603

Jennifer Boykins
Bob Harris
jboykins@scholastic.com bharris@scholastic.com
678-523-4830
310-989-5287

Why Scholastic Leveled
Bookrooms are the #1 Choice
 5,460 Authentic
Leveled Texts
 Grades K-6

TEACHER BENEFITS INCLUDE:
Implementation Guide featuring:
 Running Records, Benchmark Books,
Behaviors to Notice & Support
 Scope & Sequence detailing themes, comprehension
strategies and technology links for every title
 Tips on classroom set up for guided reading &
grouping students
 Digital Text Set Finder to create custom text sets
based on theme, genre, author, and level
… and much more!
Teaching Cards for every title featuring:
 Thinking within, about, and beyond the text
 Tips for adapting lessons to target the needs of
ELL students
 Writing about reading in informative,
opinion/argument and narrative modes
… and much more!
Guided Reading Toolkit featuring:
 Strategies for matching students to the right
books & using the teaching cards
 Videos modeling guided reading methods including
using informational text & setting up small groups
 Methods for connecting guided reading
instruction with demands of new standards i

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS INCLUDING:
White Glove Service to set up each bookroom
Custom Bins and shelving
Books packed into plastic bags and labeled
Custom labeling options & MARC/Library Processing

STUDENT BENEFITS INCLUDE:
 The best authentic text leveled according to the Fountas & Pinnell system
 Connections between books and real-life experiences
through writing prompts and links to everyday texts
 Culturally responsive texts that speak to the diverse interests
and backgrounds of LAUSD students
 The largest variety of genres, text types, and formats let students
practice and refine the cognitive strategies they need to
comprehend a wide array of texts
 Flexible grouping that ensures tailored and responsive instruction for
every student

LEVELED BOOKROOM PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING:
Scholastic Literacy Consultants will facilitate hands-on experiences with
each component and prepare teachers and administrators to
use the Leveled Bookroom to its fullest potential.
Training will:
 Ensure that teachers deeply understand the power of differentiated
instruction and the best practices of guided reading
 Model effective guided reading lessons
 Create effective teachers of small group instruction and
demonstrate how to accelerate students’ progress through the
text complexity continuum

Scholastic White Glove Service includes:
 Leveled Bookroom set up at every site, ensuring that from delivery to assembly your bookroom will be organized
and easy to use.
 Classroom library set up and support includes organizing the new libraries, including: labeling books by level, theme,
genre, and author, and resources for independent reading best practices.

Customized Leveled Classroom Libraries
TEACHER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

STUDENT BENEFITS INCLUDE:

 Customized selections based on the specific
needs of LAUSD schools, including existing
standards & curriculum frameworks, student
interests, reading levels, and more
 Thematically linked text sets that can be easily
incorporated into lessons and help students make
connections and expand background knowledge

 The best in nonfiction, fiction, series, beloved classics,
and more, that will nurture a love of reading while
building comprehension and academic & domain
specific vocabulary
 Culturally responsive books chosen specifically to
match the levels and interests of each student in
every classroom

High-Quality Spanish and Bilingual Books
 Spanish-language and bilingual books in a variety of genres and topics provide Spanish-speaking students
a wealth of relevant reading material
 Books are leveled by age, grade level, guided reading level, Lexile measure, and/or DRA level
 Carefully chosen fiction and nonfiction books foster a love of reading while students practice their decoding skills,
learn vocabulary, and build content-area knowledge – without having to first master English.

Spanish Offerings: Guided Reading, Bilingual
Books & Classroom Magazines
Guided Reading Short Reads In English And Spanish
TEACHER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

 Short complex text collections that are easy for all
classroom teachers to implement and practice close reading
 Teacher’s Guide/Guía del maestro contains lessons for each
card and easy-to-follow instructional guidance on choosing
texts, moving students through reading development, and
supporting ELLs and bilingual students

STUDENT BENEFITS INCLUDE:

 Spanish-speaking students have access to the same highquality nonfiction as their English-speaking classmates
 Students are matched to compelling text at their level
 Students have opportunities to read with teacher support

GR en español for Grades K-3
TEACHER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

 Teacher's Guide featuring:
o Skills and Strategies Chart detailing themes,
comprehension strategies and technology links
for every title
o Running Records
o Tips on supporting ELLs
 Teaching Cards featuring research-based instruction

STUDENT BENEFITS INCLUDE:
 Carefully leveled Spanish trade books will motivate
students and give them access to the same high-quality
literature as their English-speaking peers

Classroom Magazines in English & Spanish
 Fresh content in every issue and instructional support
motivates Spanish-speaking and bilingual students to
read and learn about the world around them in Spanish
and/or English
 Colorful magazines contain age-appropriate themes and
on-level content, activities, map skills, practice texts, and
content-area vocabulary. Magazine titles include:
o Let’s Find Out Kindergarten
Spanish & English
o Scholastic News in Grades 1-3
With Digital Spanish editions available

Executive Summary
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Description

List Price

Your Price
("Unit Price")

Qty

Your Savings

Your Total

Pricing Assumptions

Whole School Resources
Scholastic Leveled Bookroom, 3rd Edition: Grades K-6
• 5,460 books; 910 titles, 6 copies each; and instructional materials
Shelving & Storage Bins for Grades K-6
Leveled Bookroom

$30,995.00

$22,316.00

150

$1,301,850.00

$3,347,400.00

1 per school

$3,800.00

$1,600.00

150

$330,000.00

$240,000.00

16 shelves/240 bins per school

$750.00

2300

$718,750.00

$1,725,000.00

Per Addendum 2300 classrooms in Phase 1

Subtotal

$2,350,600.00

$5,312,400.00

9% S&H

$478,116.00

$0.00

$2,828,716.00

$5,312,400.00

Classroom Resources
Leveled Classroom Library (250 Books)

$1,062.50

Sales Tax* ___%
Total

Value Added Resources- materials and services in this section should be added to the total LAUSD price based on specific needs identified by
research and consultation with Scholastic.
Guided Reading Lecturas Cortas Grade K (Levels A-D)

$528.00

$296.45

230

$53,256.50

$68,183.50

Quantity of 230 is based on assumption that 70% of
students are Hispanic and may require Spanish
materials (2300* .7) =1610 classrooms divided by 7
grades

Guided Reading Lecturas Cortas Grade 1 (Levels A-I)

$1,188.00

$636.45

230

$126,856.50

$146,383.50

Quantity of 230 is based on assumption that 70% of
students are Hispanic and may require Spanish
materials (2300* .7) =1610 classrooms divided by 7
grades

Guided Reading Lecturas Cortas Grade 2 (Levels E-N)

$1,320.00

$746.95

230

$131,801.50

$171,798.50

Quantity of 230 is based on assumption that 70% of
students are Hispanic and may require Spanish
materials (2300* .7) =1610 classrooms divided by 7
grades

Guided Reading Lecturas Cortas Grade 3 (Levels J-Q)

$1,056.00

$636.45

230

$96,496.50

$146,383.50

Quantity of 230 is based on assumption that 70% of
students are Hispanic and may require Spanish
materials (2300* .7) =1610 classrooms divided by 7
grades

Guided Reading Lecturas Cortas Grade 4 (Levels M-T)

$1,056.00

$636.45

230

$96,496.50

$146,383.50

Quantity of 230 is based on assumption that 70% of
students are Hispanic and may require Spanish
materials (2300* .7) =1610 classrooms divided by 7
grades

$134,653.50

RFP listed grades 5-6 together but Scholastic
believes strongly that each grade requires distinct
Guided Reading levels for those grade level
students so pricing separates that grade span into
separate grades.

Guided Reading Lecturas Cortas Grade 5 (Levels Q-W)

Guided Reading Lecturas Cortas Grade 6 (Levels T-Z)

White Glove Service for Leveled Bookroom Setup

Brainstorm Grades 1-2 (or Grades 3-4)

$924.00

$585.45

230

$77,866.50

$924.00

$585.45

230

$77,866.50

$134,653.50

RFP listed grades 5-6 together but Scholastic
believes strongly that each grade requires distinct
Guided Reading levels for those grade level
students so pricing separates that grade span into
separate grades.

$3,250.00

$700.00

150

$382,500.00

$105,000.00

1 per school. This is an optional service but highly
recommended to guarantee effective
implementation of the materials.

$43.99

$0.00

1200

$52,788.00

$0.00

Assumes 4 classes per grade for 2 grades (150x2x4)

$1,095,928.50

$1,053,439.50

$94,809.56

$0.00

$1,190,738.06

$1,053,439.50

$3,446,528.50

$6,365,839.50

$572,925.56

$0.00

Subtotal of Value Added Resources
9% S&H
Sales Tax* ___%
Total

Grand Total
9% S&H
Sales Tax* ___%
Total

$4,019,454.06

$6,365,839.50
*State law requires that sales tax be added to your order unless we have a "sales tax exemption

If you have any questions concerning this summary, please contact:
Ms. Jennifer Boykins, Senior Vice President
Scholastic Education
678-523-4830 ▪ JBoykins@scholastic.com

certificate" on file. If tax has been added to your order and you are exempt from sales tax, please
fax your "sales tax exemption certificate" to 1-800-560-6815 or mail to Scholastic Inc., 2931 E.
McCarty Street, Jefferson City, MO., 65101.
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Description

List Price

Your Price
("Unit Price")

Qty

Your Savings

Your Total

PD Workshops
PD Workshop for Teachers - includes 2 Full Days (12 hours total); limit of
50 teachers per session; and training materials

$3,800.00

$3,800.00

92

$0.00

$349,600.00

PD Workshop for Administrators - includes 2 Full Days (12 hours total);
limit of 50 administrators per session; and training materials

$3,800.00

$3,800.00

6

$0.00

$22,800.00

$1,899.00

575

$230,000.00

$1,091,925.00

$383,088.00

1

$383,088.00

$383,088.00

In School Coaching
Coaching services will be in school for 6 hours (limit 4 teachers per day)

$2,299.00

Venue Pricing for PD Workshops
PD Workshops will be held at outside venues in proximity to LAUSD
schools. Pricing includes meeting rooms, audio-visual services, parking,
food, and drinks. Workshops will be held on 2 separate days across 6 sites

$766,176.00

Efficacy Services and Author Appearances
Efficacy Study- includes efficacy research and support over a 3 year period
Author Keynote Appearances by Pam Allyn- 2 keynote addresses

$725,000.00

$0.00

1

$725,000.00

$0.00

$4,300.00

$0.00

2

$8,600.00

$0.00

Subtotal

$1,346,688.00

$1,847,413.00

9% S&H

─

*State law requires that sales tax be added to your order unless we have a "sales tax exemption certificate" on

file. If tax has been added to your order and you are exempt from sales tax, please fax your "sales tax exemption
certificate" to 1-800-560-6815 or mail to Scholastic Inc., 2931 E. McCarty Street, Jefferson City, MO., 65101.

Sales Tax* ___%
Total

$1,346,688.00

$1,847,413.00

If you have any questions concerning this summary, please contact:
Ms. Jennifer Boykins, Senior Vice President
Scholastic Education
678-523-4830 ▪ JBoykins@scholastic.com
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